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Budget is creative, boosts education

4 1 Higher ed receives 2% increase Jones comes up
By MAY WILSON
Staff Writer
The unveiling of Gov. Brereton
Jones budget plan has sent Murray State University officials
searching for ways to operate
with only a 2 percent increase in
funding for 1995-96, instead of
the anticipated 3 percent increase.

"The 2 percent barely covers
the fixed costs at the university."
said Dr. James Booth, provost
and vice president for academic
arid student affairs. "We will
have to make some internal cuts
because of the 2 percent
recommendation."
Jones presented his two-year
state budget Monday night. For

3 percent increase each year of
higher educauon, the eight state
the biennium.
universities would receive a 2
Murray State administrators
percent operating increase the
have been working on budgetary
first year, followed by a 3 percent
guidelines, which are scheduled
increase the second year. The
to be presented to the board of
second year funding would he
regents at its Feb. 4-5 meeting.
earned through the performance"We have done copious work
based process.
However, Jones recommended
the community colleges receive a • See Page 2

61 percent earmarked for schools
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The budget proposed by Gov.
Brereton Jones calls for spending
nearly $6.1 billion — 61 cents of
every General Fund tax dollar —
on education in all its facets.
It runs the gamut: basic state
funding of public schools, teacher
training, the university system,
education technology and technical schools, among other things.
The two-year budget Jones pre-

sented Monday proposes nearly a
6 percent increase in spending for
what Jones administration officials call the "guts" of Kentucky's education reform effort.
Base funding — the amount
the state pledges to spend on
every pupil in average daily
attendance — would be $3.1 billion over two years. That would
keep spending in the first year at
the current $2,495 per pupil and
raise it 3 percent to $2,570 in the

eces of the prop°
By The Associated Press
r are the pieces of the S
8994-96:
„
' 7.5 percent. education
,14.3 percent, lathe( education
.1 percent, Medicaid
:9 percent, hasten services
percent. corrections

with new money

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- The one thing that seemed settled
going into the budget debate during the 1994 General Asemtily
was what revenue estimates on which to base the budget
Economists and experts from the executive and legislative
branches had huddled for months about estimates for the 1994-96
budget But when Gov. Brereton Jones revealed his spending plan
on Monday. it counted tax money that legislators hadn't.
"First 1 heard about it was today," said Rep Marshall Long,
D-Sbelbyville, the chairman of the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
"I'm a little concerned about the revenue numbers," Long said.
More than $118 million in fiscal 1995 and about $90 million in
1996 is spent in Jones' plan that was not included in the official
revenue estimate.
The biggest portion of that — $69 million per year — is based
on an assumption the General Assembly will enact changes in the
sales and coal severance tax that companies have used.
Revenue Cabinet Secretary Kim Burse outlined a plan to hire
more auditors and examiners and update technology to get money
from the thousands who she said aren't paying their fair share now.
That effort would bring $34 million more to the state, officials
said.
IN See Page 2
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Fatal Crash
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sales strong
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Report finds driver intoxicated
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Witter
Toxicology reports determined
one of the drivers involved in a
fiery holiday crash, which left
three Calloway Countians dead,
was legally intoxicated.
According to Deputy Coroner
Damon Mathis, Patricia Yearry's
blood alcohol content was determined to be .216 percent by state
toxicologists.
A person is considered legally
intoxicated at .10 percent.

According to an accident
reconstruction report filed by
Trooper Thomas Rottinghaus,
42-year-old Yean-y was northbound on Ky. 444 Dec. 22 but
traveling "totally" in the southbound lane when her Dodge
Swinger struck a van driven by
Bryan Luffman, which was
traveling south in the southbound
lane.

Yearry's statements and statements made by professionals at
the scene, "make it clear that this
accident is alcohol related," the
repon said.
"You are not capable of operating a vehicle at even .08 (percent) according to some studies,"
said public affairs officer Trooper
Chuck Robertson. "Some States
have even dropped their limit to
.08."

At the time the report was
filed, toxicology reports had not
been completed. However, Jesse • See Pogo 2

Quake victims may receive aid
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Clinton administration will ask
Congress for more than $5 billion
in emergency earthquake funds
for California. officials and lawmakers said today.
White House Press Secretary
Dee Dee Myers told reporters
that the administration will submit a proposed supplemental
appropriations bill requesting
"slightly higher" than $5 billion.
In addition, some $900 million in
contingency funds already has
been released, Myers noted.

On Capitol Hill, Budget Director Leon Panetta briefed members
of California's congressional delegation this morning on the administration's proposal. Panetta was
expected to make a formal
announcement later today.
People in Southern California
"should feel very good about it,"
Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif.,
said as she emerged from the
meeting.
Rep. Howard L. Berman, DCalif., acknowledged that some
earthquake victims would be tern-

Hamrick
files for
1st District
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
A self-employed book buyer and
minister will try again to win the
1st District congressional seat
now held by Rep. Tom Barlow.
Steve Hamrick, a Hopkinsville
Republican, filed his papers Monday with the secretary of state's
office in Frankfort.
Hamrick polled 40 percent of
the vote in his race against Bar-

porarily "out of pocket" for
emergency expenses.
"I foresee us being able to do
this," Berman said. He said there
was a "real possibility" the
administration request would
exceed $5 billion.
Asked whether the extra spending is exempt from federal budget
caps and will not have to be
offset with spending cuts elsewhere, Berman said the earthquake should be treated like other
recent disasters such as the Midwest floods.
STACEY CROOK/yip( I Imre' photo

Commodities
to be distributed

Residents begin to chart their progress In a fund-raising drive to
build a substation.

USDA Commodities will be
distributed on Thursday, Jan.
27, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m at the
Calloway County Road Department on East Sycamore.
Persons wishing to apply will
need: Proof of Soda! Security
number and must meet income
guidelines; if Picking up Com'
=Mies for someone, please
bring proof of Social Security
number and signed authorization
nom a box or bass for your
commodities,

Pottertown raising
money for firehouse

STEVE HAMRICK

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Wrrter
Efforts are underway to raise
enough money to construct and
equip a new fire substation near
Pottertown.
Robert Aiken, co-chairman of
the finance campaign commit-

tee, said members are attempting to raise as much money as
possible through private
donations.
"Our goal is $72,000." Aiken
said.
• See Pig. 2

Stan, AP Report
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) Monday tobacco buyers snatched
up local dark-fired tobacco until
there was nothing left to go into
the pool, according to a spokesperson for the West Kentucky
Dark Fired Tobacco Association.
The average price for Calloway
County's leaf was $226.99 per
hundredweight, bringing in
$1,383,758.89. Total pounds sold '
was 609,599.
Farmers said they were generally satisfied with pnces offered
on the opening day of the dark fired tobacco market.
Bidding went as high as $240
per hundredweight Monday in
Hopkinsville. The dark-leaf sales,
which were delayed one week by
the record snowstorm and cold
wave, will continue for several
weeks.
"1 expected $2 to $3 more a
hundred, but that's a fairly insignificant amount," Crofton farmer
Dale Lisembee said as he
watched the opening-day auctions
at C.W. Young and Co.
warehouse.
Unlike the lethargic burley
market, demand for dark-fired
tobacco remains strong, especially in Europe where the strongerflavored leaf is used in cigarettes.
Foreign growers also have a
tough time matching the flavor of
dark-fired tobacco raised and
cured in the United States.
An estimated 4 million to 4Vi
million pounds of dark-fired leaf
will be sold on the Hopkinsville
market.
Dark-fired tobacco, which is
cured with heat from smoldering
fires in tobacco barns, is used
mainly in the United States for
smokeless tobacco products. Burley tobacco is air-cured and used
mainly in cigarettes.
Christian County grower Gilben Knight said he hoped prices
would match last year's warehouse average of $218 per
hundredweight.
• See Pig* 3
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MEETINGS
•Murray Woman's Club witl hoe a
community-wide meeting concerning The
renovation of the Murray Calloway County Park at 7 p m Wednesday at the clubhouse on the corner of Seventh and Vine .
streets
II Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 730 p.m in the council
chambers at City Hall.

SPORTS

SPECIAL
• The 57111 Annual Cantpus Uplits
will open Jan. 27 in Lovett Auditorium al
8 pm. and continue through Jan. 30.
The Sunday performance begins at 330
pm. Tickets are 15 for adults and $3 For
students and senior citizens For reservations cal 762-1288. Proceeds are
used fix music scholaraNge.

State took a 90-79 win over
Ohio Valley Conference chief rival Tennessee State Monday night at Racer
Arena, moving them to 6-0 in the OVC
and avenging three losses to The Tigers
last season

BRIEFLY...
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FROM PAGE 1
trying to determine priorities,"
said Murray State President Dr.
Rooald J. Kurth. "If the governor
had stayed on track with what he
had said to the Higher Educauon
Review Commission, we would
have been WA.
"It will be difficult for us to
change priorities."
Booth said the administration
has been auempting to balance
the budget using the 3 percent
figures.
"At this time, we are looking
at everything," Booth said. "We

will, of course, consider the task
force report."
The Task Force on Academic
Restructunng issued a report in
November identifying more than
$2 million that could be reallocated within academic programs.
In addition, the university has
merged or eliminated 26 programs at the request of the governor's Higher Education Review
Commission.
-This makes it very difficult to
keep up with the states around us,
especially in salaries." Booth
said. "It is crucial that we get a
salary increase for our faculty."

He said university officials will
spend hours working this week to
incorporate the 2 percent increase
into the budgetary guidelines.
"We will have to put everything on the table," he said. "Our
goal is to have the budget ready
for the board meeting.
"Someone might not think
there is much of a difference
between a 2 percent increase and
a 3 percent increase, but that's a
one-third cut from what we had
anticipated," Booth said.
John Fitzgibbon, interim vice
president for university relations
and administrative services, said

the only thing the universities
have had to wort with is the
Council on Higher Education's
recommendation for a 3 percent
increase.
"We've heard rumon of lower
amounts, but its not good practice to work based on runiors," he
said.
Norman Snider, CHE director
for communication services, said
the governor's recommendations
are not as much as the council
had requested.
"The C04111Cli had asked for a 3
percent increase the first year and
a 5 percent increase the second

year," Snider said.
Operating with only a 2 percent increase in funding will
force the universities to make
some changes.
-Basically, everyone would
agree that it is a very lean budget
and everyone will have to tighten
the buckle," Snider said. "Still,
the legislature may allot more or
less funding."
The legislature has not always
followed the governor's recommendations for higher education
funding.
-It's not a done deal," Snider
said.
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•Pottertown...
FROM PAGE 1
More than 2,000 circulars
explaining the project were
mailed to all the residents in the
area as well as property owners
who may reside elsewhere.
"We sent one to Alaska,"
Aiken said.
The funds drive has only
been underway for two weeks.
However, inclement weather
has slowed the mail. Board and
committee members are hoping
to fulfill their goal by late
April.
"So far, we've got $5.000,"
Aiken said.
Stuart Conover, a member of
the board of trustees for Fire
District 2, said the response has
been positive.
The 40 by 60-feet station will
be designed with a 34 by 24
meeting room which can be

CUSTOM SHEET METAL
•Architectural Sheetmetal
*Welding Fabrication
•Galvanized, Aluminum, Stainless, Copper, Brass
•Plasma Cutting Machine
MURRAY'S OLDEST SHEET METAL COMPANY
---Since 1937--

Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.753-8181, 753-2130 (FAX)

Roves Discount Pharmacy
For Your Comenience Nom Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Dail Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Sate money

N1-F 9 a.m.- K p.m. Sal. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m.
116s 641 'S.
01)mpic Plaza

•Fatal crash...

used for community activities,
fire district board meetings,
fund raising activities and
family-use rentals.
The equipment room will
house one truck, which is
already available.
The Pouertown area is not
covered in the five-mile radius
by the New Concord station,
which is in the same fire
district.
Most residents who live in
the five-mile radius of any substation have seen a "significant"
drop in insurance premiums,
according to Fire Chief Greg
Cherry.
Aiken said quotes from his
insurance agent on a 10 rating
versus a seven rating, which is
normally applied to those
homes in the five-mile range,
were much less.
In the event of a fire, Cherry
said trucks would respond from
the New Concord substation
and the main station in Murray.
With the construction of a
new substation, response times
could be "cut in half". Cherry
said.
The station will be built on
land donated by Tom Watkins
at the intersection of Ky. 280
and Ky. 614.
Firefighters said more volunteers live in the Pottertown area
than other parts of the county.
The addition of a fifth substation in Calloway County will
give the whole county 60 to 70
percent of its total fire
protection.
McLemore said the residents
in Fire District 2 have all been
very cooperative.
"We especially want to thank
our magistrate, Steve Lax, who
has been working closely with
us," Aiken said.
For more information about
the fund-raising drive or to
donate, residents can call the
Fire-Rescue at 753-4112 or
Wildcat One-Stop at 436-5051.

111
UPS

Sun 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
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FROM PAGE 1
low in the 1992 general election.
"The people of the 1st District
are upset with the taxes that Congressman Barlow has voted for
and his vote for homosexuals in
the military," Hamrick said in a
statement.

302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky

FROM PAGE 1
"During the collision, the fuel
pump and fuel line were torn off
the van," according to the report.
-The final resting position of the
van would have put the leaking
fuel line downhill with gravity
feeding the fuel line from the gas
tank. The leaking fuel ignited and
caused the van to competely
burn."
Luffman and his wife, Carol,
along with Yearry, died in the
crash, which occurred at approximately 7:10 p.m.
None of the occupants in either
vehicle was wearing a seatbelt,
the report said.
According to the report, the
van's brakes were applied prior
to the collision. However, "no
skid marks were visible from the
Dodge Swinger passenger car."
The report indicated that Yearry's vehicle was traveling
between 40 and 55 miles per
hour. The van, which was owned

by Blood River Baptist Church,
was traveling at approximately 45
to 55 miles per hour.
Mathis said Yearry died of
"multiple blunt trauma," which
means she sustained several
injuries.
At the time of the crash, state
police said alcohol was a "possibility" involving Yearry.
Jesse Yearry, Patricia's husband, told the Associated Press
after the crash that he and his
wife had played a game of pool,
then had an argument, and that he
had left her siuing at the bar with
her beer glass half full.
She told him that she would
leave in a few minutes, but
needed to pick up a pack of
cigarettes.
According to police reports,
Jesse Yearry, who arrived at the
site shortly after the crash, told
officers at the scene that he and
his wife had been at a bar in Tennessee drinking beer since 3 p.m.

•School...
FROM PAGE 1
second year.
Nearly $185 million would be
set aside for matching money to
school districts that go beyond
the minimum local tax effort.
That would be an 18 percent
increase over the biennium.
Jones also requested $10 million, all in the second year, for
"school rewards," a key component of the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act.
Under the law, employees of
schools that excel are to get cash
bonuses. Those at schools that
fall far short of established standards would eventually be subject
to sanctions.
Jones proposed $1.4 billion in
General Fund spending for higher
education, a 5 percent increase
over two years. Totals would be
$717.7 million in the first year
and $742 8 million in the second.
l'he current year's budget is $698
million.
In a drive for higher quality,
all the system's institutions are to
be judged by performance. All
new money in the second year of
the budget would be distributed
accordingly, and the Council on
Higher Education was specifically asked to reject any request for
a tuition increase.

Other features of Jones' proposed education budget included:
—A $IO million increase each
year for education technology.
The state provides matching
funds for school districts to buy
computer equipment. The education reforrn act envisioned a vast
network with a computer for
every teacher and every six
students.
—A two-year increase of nearly $30 million for family and
youth service centers at school
sites. The centers are to be a link
for social services to students
most likely to drop out of school.
The number of centers, currently
373, would increase to 673 by the
end of the biennium.
--S15 million for construction
of technical schools at Hopkinsvine and Danville; $3.5 million
for new buildings at technical
schools at Lawrenceburg, Paintsvine, Middlesboro and Pikeville.
—$11.6 million the first year
and $14.5 million the second for
teacher training and development,
up from the current $10
—$1 million to the University
of Kentucky for engineering
courses or related programs at
Paducah Community College.
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and continued to dnnk until their
argument around 7 p.m.
The Luffmans. who had just
dropped off several children at
the Blood River Baptist Church,
were delivering Chnsunas presents to needy children in the
New Concord area.
Carol's stepfather, Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy, is pastor of the
church. The Luffman's were in
charge of the church's bus
ministry.
Bryan was 23 and Carol was
21.
All the Christmas gifts and
food were destroyed in the fire.
Volunteers began collecting
money, gifts and food the day
after the crash to replace the lost
gifts.
Donna Herndon, director of the
Family Resource Center at East
Elementary, said donations
poured in and all the gifts were
replaced.

I New money...
FROM PAGE 1
In addition, Burse said the
administration wants to change
the deadline for employers to turn
over income tax withholding payments that will prompt a one-time
windfall of $37 million.
The prospect made Speaker Joe
Clarke, the House's budget chief
for 20 years, a little nervous.
"I've said for 20 years that we
will never learn our financial lesson until we learn that you can't
spend more money than you take
in. We need to learn it as a
state," Clarke said.
Long agreed the cabinet needs
more auditors and to update its
technology. But he questioned
hiring more than 100 additional
people for the effort.
The underlying forecast for the
General Fund is for tax receipts
of $4,878,024,000 in the fiscal
year that begins July 1, 1994, and
ends June 30, 1995. That would
be a total that is 6.6 percent higher than receipts are expected to
be this year. The estimate was for
S5.117,046,000 in the following
year, or 4.9 percent growth.
Both growth totals would be
higher than any percentage
increase in tax receipts the previous three years.
The General Fund is made up
of receipts from most major taxes
and pays for virtually all services
of state government except roadbuilding.
The Road Fund is expected to
take in $852,539,300 in 1995 and
$879,917,700 in 1996. According
to the Kentucky Constitution, the
Road Fund can only be used to
support transportation-related
activiLICS.
But Jones proposed spending
about $40 million per year from
the Road Fund for items outside
the Transportation Cabinet, mostly the Kentucky State Police. The
practice has been used by several
governors.
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Perry rise to nomination stealthy one
WASHINGTON (APL—.,_Wilham J. Perry's nse
of
the Pentagon hierarchylfiliTeen
as quiet as the stealth technology
he helped develop.
The 66-year-old is better
known inside the hallways of
Congress, academe, defense
businesses and the Pentagon than
in the public eye — a situation he
has purposefully chosen, say
those who know him.
During his year's service as the
No. 2 man to Defense Secretary
Les Aspin, Perry quietly slipped
into the role of handling the dayto-day business for the government's largest bureaucracy.
As the Pentagon's point man
on reforming the way money is
spent on acquisition and research,
his speeches were directed primarily to technical audiences. He
gave few press interviews.
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"He's very thoughtful, an
excellent listener and very, very
bright. Under that calm and quiet
demeanor is a man made of tempered steel," said Kelley, who
worked with Perry on a task force
on rapid deployment issues.
Having spent so much time on
issues that are close to the military's heart — such as how they
modernize their weapons and find
the funds to pay for them, Perry
has garnered the trust of the Pentagon's military establishment.
And little opposition is likely
on Capitol Hill.
Perry made it through confirmation hearings easily last February, with the only question being
a report, denied by Perry, that he
had participated in Pentagon
budget discussions while still on
the boards of defense companies.
"The bottom line is personal

character and around this table,
many will vouch for your personal character," said Sen. John
Warner, R-Va., in discounting the
alleged impropriety.
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., chairman of the Armed Services Committee, described Perry as the
"father of stealth technology,"
for his work, during the Carter
administration, of promoting the
F-117 stealth fighter that came to
play a key role in the Persian
Gulf
Perry was born in Vandergraft,
Pa., on Oct. II, 1927. He interrupted his education to serve in
the Army in 1946-1947, specializing in artillery. He graduated
from Stanford with a degree in
mathematics in 1949.
He went on to earn a Ph.D. in
mathematics from Pennsylvania
State in 1957, and taught at the

Baker tells jurors she couldn't stop boy's death

school during the 1950s,
In 1964 he returned to California to head ESL Inc. a military
electronics company, leaving
there in 1977 to become the Pentagon's undersecretary for
research and development under
President Carter.
After Carter left office Perry
joined an investment banking
firm in San Francisco and then
served as chairman of Technology Strategies and Alliances. „a_
consulting firm based in Menlo
Park, Calif.
In 1989 he became a director
of the Center for International
Security and Arms Control at
Stanford, where he first worked
with Russians seeking to convert
from military to civilian
production.
He was a professor of engineering at Stanford and was a
member of the president's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board
and a technology review panel
under
onthe Senate Select Committee
Intelligence.
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Perry did travel to Russia to
promote the COrlyelliOn of weapon factories to non-military production and attended a NATO
ministerial meeting at the time of
Aspin's heart troubles last spring
That gave him a chance to
accord himself well in the international arena, according to one
retired four-star Army general
who met with many of the same
officials who dealt with Perry.
"He's not just the technician
that people paint him out to be,"
said Gen. Jack Merritt., the president of the Association of the
U.S. Army. "I think it's an
excellent choice and it gets things
stabilized at the Pentagon."
Gen. P.X. Kelley, the one-time
commandant of the Marine
Corps, called Perry a "multidimensional man" whose unassuming bearing is deceiving.

BARBOURVILLE, Ky. (AP)
-- Susanne Baker tearfully told
jurors that she tried in vain to
stop Stephanie Baker from strangling Stephanie's 10-year-old
stepson, saying her friend was
"out of her mind."
Stephanie Baker pulled Scotty
Baker into the back seat as
Susanne Baker drove away from
the boy's Clay County elementary school on Nov. 25, 1992, the
defendant testified Monday.
Susanne Baker said she tried to
grab the boy's leg, but that her
friend's grip on Scouy's throat
kept getting tighter.
"I turned and looked and her
eyes got solid black, and she told
me to watch where I was going
and leave her alone," Susanne
Baker testified in Knox Circuit
Court. She was the last defense
witness, and Judge Rod Messer
expected to have closing argumenti .-today.
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Susanne Baker, 23, of London,
faces the death penalty on
charges of complicity to murder,
kidnapping and corpse abuse.
Stephanie Baker, also 23 and of
London, is charged with murder,
kidnapping and corpse abuse, but
her trial has not been set.
Kentucky State Police said
Susanne Baker used a wig and
assumed name to pick the boy up
at Paces Creek Elementary
School. The boy's charred body
was found at a Laurel County
strip mine six days after his
disappearance.
The boy's father, Donnie Baker, has said that his wife was
jealous that Scotty would take
attention away from the baby she
was carrying. She learned that
she was two months pregnant just
days before Scotty was killed, he
said.
Susanne Baker testified Mon-

day that she thought they were
taking the boy to his father. She
said the attack happened suddenly and furiously.
"She wasn't normal," she said
of Stephanie Baker. "She was
out of her mind and ranting and
raving. ... I told her to stop, but
she wouldn't listen."
Stephanie Baker's attorney has
said the boy's death was a "tragic accident." But Susanne Baker
said her friend was emotionless
following the deed.
"She never cried. She never
said she didn't mean to do It.,"
she testified. "I was so upset I
probably wouldn't have known
my name if you had asked me."
But during cross-examination,
Commonwealth's Attorney Tom
Handy said she appeared to be a
willing participant in the whole
episode.

III Tobacco...
FROM PAGE 1
"Of course, I would like to
have little more and everyone
else would, too," he said. "But
talking about it and geuing it are
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two different things."
Between 40 and 50 percent of
the region's dark-fired crop
already has been sold by farmers
in private or in-country sales.

Some analysis predicted warehouse sales of top grades could
go as high as $243 per
hundredweight.
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Your JCPenney - Murray store
will close
Tuesday, January 25th
at 3 p.m.
to take our annual inventory.
We will re-open Wednesday,
January 26th at Noon
for our big...
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"Who delivered the victim to
the person who was going
strangle him?" he asked. "Who
kept driving? ... Who helped carry his body. ... Who handed the
gas to the person and said, 'You
do it."
Officials only discovered the
body after Susanne Baker, who
had fled to Florida, made a statement to the FBI. An agent testified earlier that Susanne Baker
seemed to be relieved and
remorseful, adding that she said
she didn't tell authorities immediately for fear of being charged.
Susanne Baker said Monday
that she made the statement
because she "just wanted it to be
over with." She said she ,wanted
the boy's family "to know that
he wasn't still alive, so they
wouldn't be worried about where
he was."

The Arts &
Humanities.
Ihere's something
m It for you.
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Are you tired of the
same old country?
Turn to ..
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AFTER
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Wednesday, January 26th
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Shop throughout the store for
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ANALYSIS

When presidents
need something,
crisis is declared
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — In an optimistic annual report, President Clinton deems the State of the Union to be good and improving under Democratic management — but he can't afford to go
without one crisis.
That would be health care.
To win election-year action on that centerpiece proposal, the
White House needs the urgency of crisis, which has become the
odd shorthand in a debate over how much needs to be changed and
how quickly.
In addition, Clinton's health care plan has been tangled in a dispute over welfare reform, which he also promised but has not yet
sent to Congress. Democratic leaders of the Senate and House say
they can handle both this year, but there are skeptics. Congress seldom digests proposals so major so fast.
The Whitt House declared health care reform to be Clinton's top
domestic priority in 1994, but his campaign to get it done has been
slipping. Critics, not all of them Republicans, now argue that there
is no crisis demanding the complete overhaul Clinton wants. They
advocate gradual change instead.
Nobody denies that there is a health care problem. Go-slow
Republicans say it is not of crisis proportions warranting a total
overhaul. Democrats, like Speaker Thomas S. Foley, counter that it
certainly is a crisis, for the uninsured and because of the cost
Boasting that the deficit is expected to be down, S180 billion
instead of $300 billion next year. Clinton said there must be health
care reform to keep curbing deficits in the long haul.
So the president's State of the Union address to Congress and the
nation tonight is an opportunity to renew the health care push. But
it isn't as easy as telling a Democratic Congress to get at it, in the
fashion of a Lyndon B. Johnson pushing Great Society proposals.
With budget barriers to new spending, party loyalties frayed and
re-election campaigns bearing down, no president could send a
Catalogue of proposals and expect to see anything done about them.
There are competing and conflicting priorities among these
Democrats, and rival health reform plans.
At the same time, Clinton must deal with his promise of welfare
reform, which is popular with centrist and conservative Democrats
and with Republicans, but worrisome to Democratic liberals who
don't want benefits cut.
Compounding that problem, Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan,
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, wants welfare reform
moved up the agenda, and has said he might hold health care hostage to get that done. Since his committee deals with both, he could
do it.
First up, though, will be the crime bill Clinton is urging Congress to enact swiftly. The Senate already has passed a crime measure that includes new gun controls and subsidies to help put
100,000 more police officers on the streets.
Clinton is expected to endorse provisions for life imprisonment
of people convicted of three violent crimes. While that is primarily
a state matter, his support will be a get-tough message on an issue
that has worked to the advantage of Republicans in prior campaign
years, when they've sometimes accused Democrats of coddling
criminals.
Not this time, with crime control ranked by far the No. 1 concern
of the average American. Mark Gearan, the White House communications director, said the president will be urging Congress to send
him the toughest crime bill in the nation's history.
With all the House and 34 Senate seats at stake in elections on
Nov. 8, this session of Congress could be Clinton's best bet for
first-term action on items like health care. A president's party usually loses seats in Congress in midterm elections.
Clinton opens the new congressional year on something of a roll,
with an improving economy and the highest approval ratings since
his initial month in office.
"After one year, the challenges aren't gone, but together we are
surmounting many of them" he said in a weekend radio preview of
tonight's address. "We've built the foundations for a real recovery
that will endure.... Clearly we've turned the corner and we're moving in the right direction."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

GUEST EDITORIAL
Jan. 17, El Paso (Texas) Herald-Post on attacks on
athletes:
A certain type of kook slashes Monet or throws acid on Rembrandt.
Not the artists themselves, but their paintings. Alas, the mania to mar
the beautiful is evolving. Now live athletes — artists of motion — are
targets.
In April, a spectator stabbed tennis star Monica Seles during tournament play. Then champion figure skater Nancy Kerrigan was tireironed in the leg at a Detroit practice session Jan. 6. ...
Seles' assailant was a fan of her rival Steffi Graf, and the timing of
the attack on Kerrigan — hours before the U.S. championships —
suggest Some demented devotion to another skater as a motive. ...
Surely our justice system won't too quickly swallow the lunacy
line, as did the German judge who gave Seles' knifes probation.
The personal trait these attacks must vivify isn't craziness — in any
clinical sense — but cowardice. ...
Some sulking nobodies will ambush the renowned for a moment on
center stage — if the cost isn't too high.
Society must raise the cost. Enough outrages. Kerrigan's assailant
must spend more time on ice than she ever, will.

Tales of a fourth grade poet
Nine years old. First day of
fourth grade. I've barely mastered Doubled Dutch and long
division. Our classroom is on the
third floor of Si Francis School,
not the first like last year. After
third grade, the girls have classes
separate from the boys because
they are deemed "near occasions
of sin," whatever that means.
From fourth grade on up, the
girls are taught by Sisters of Mercy; the boys by Brothers of the
Sacred Heart.
"Grade 4 — Girls" is the room
nght across from the principal's
office. On the ft day of school
it is she, Sister Philippa, who
greets US.
"You will have two teachers
this year," she announces, quick
to add how lucky we are. "Sister
Eulalia and Sister Johannes are
among the finest teachers in the
Diocese of Trenton." She pauses
long enough to glare, as if daring
one of us to disagree.
"Fourth grade is important —
too important to be entrusted to
just one teacher," sister goes on.
"You girls don't know how
blessed you are," she sniffs.
"Make sure you appreciate it."
When I go home and report
this news to my mother, she
snorts. "They're trying to pull a
fast one," she says, convinced
that the Sifters Of the sternly
starched white wimples and sturdy rosary beads blessed by the
Pope have larceny in their hearts.
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She is right, of course. She
always is.
The Sisters Eulalia and Johannes may well have been among
the diocese's finest teachers —
50 years before. By the time they
are led to the gentle pasture of
grade four at St. Francis School,
neither one has the strength to
teach a full day.
Eulalia floats into our classroom each morning at 9, or thereabouts. She arrives with a bulging black bookbag, but they are
never the right books. She twitters and chirps at us, a plump,
black sparrow herself, talking as
earnestly to the statue of the Virgin Mary as she does to us, her
bewildered students.
Every day, she regales us with
cautionary tales from 9 until
noon. We learn that flames will
erupt from the soles of our
oxfords if we ever enter a nonCatholic church. And the end of
the world is held in abeyance
because, seated next to her son at
the throne of heaven, Mary holds
Jesus' hand in her own. "If she
stops doing that," Sister Eulalia

drops her quavenng Voice to a
whisper, "the Russians will drop
the bomb, and the world will end
like that!" Her fingers are too
arthritic to manage a "click," but
we get the idea all the same.
Sister Johannes takes charge
after lunch. She is so delicate
that, on windy days, two eighth
grade girls are dispatched to the
convent so they can be her
anchors as she makes her way
across Library Place to the
school. Johannes tries to teach us
whatever Sister Eulalia misses —
which is everything. We memorize all the countries of Central
and South America; learn to add
and subtract decimals; and master
the diagramming of sentences
with compound subjects and
verbs.
As the year progresses, we witness Sister Eulalia's decline. Her
stories become scarier, her behavior more erratic. She has it on
good faith that the Red Chinese
are planning to conquer our country. When they land on our
shores, they will head straight for
St. Francis, where they will slurp
holy water right out of the fonts

in the cathedral. After they pocket all the golden candlesticks and
desecrate the silken vestments of
the priests, they will torture all of
us until we renounce our beliefs.
I become absolutely convinced
that there will never he a St. Constance of Metuchen.
The whole class is terrified,
but we don't tell our parents. We
are loyal even in our fear. But the
day Sister Eulalia knocks over
the statue of the Blessed Virgin
and then hides it under her desk,
we know things can't go on this
way. Before she releases is for
lunch she makes us promise, to a
girl, that we won't tell.
The next morning Sister Philippa sweeps in to tell us that Sister Eulalia needs to take a rest. I
do not recall who tended us in the
mornings after that, or if Johannes managed to muster the
strength to spend all day in grade
four. In any event, we finish out
the remainder of fourth grade and
then move into fifth. That year
we have Sister Margo — a young
nun who smiles and actually
admits she once went on a date
with a boy.
After all these years I still have
vivid recollections of grade four.
How could I ever forget the many
lurid tales told by Sister Eulalia?
And Sister Johannes. her skin as
pale as Irish linen, patiently
explaining how they grew and
harvested coffee in Brazil? It is
the year I became a poet.
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Kerrigan attackers Olympic-size losers
For days now,the media's cosmic
thinkers have frantically sought
deep social meaning in the attempt
to bust the shapely leg of skater
Nancy Kerrigan.
At first, a was assumed that a
stray loony was the villain, so the
immediate theory was that macho
hostility toward successful women
prompted the foul deed. Aren't we
male creatures all beasts?
But when it turned out to be a
calculated plot for potential profit,
the media hysterics turned to the
growth of greed, the obsessive need
to win at all costs, the decline and
fall of sportsmanship, and the general collapse of Western civilization.
Nah. There's no deep or widespread social meaning to any of it_
Just ask yourself: Have you ever
plotted to physically maim a business rival? Does anyone in your
family or circle of friends do it? The
answer is almost certainly no. The
average person is reasonably lawabiding, except when fibbing about
church donations on their tax returns, and never commits a violent
or felonious act in his or her life.
The majority of serious crimes in
this country are done by a small
minority of misfits, most of whom
are incompetents, which is why our
prisons are bulging.
So if there is even a shallow
social meaning to be found in the
Kerrigan case, it is that amateurs
should never try to do the work of
professionals, even in crime.
There are some crimes suited to
amateurs. Snatch a purse and run.

Bust a store window, grab a radio
and run. Pop a trunk, steal a golf bag
and run. Shoplift a blouse and run.
And if they don't try to exceed their
level of incompetence, the nickeland-dime criminals are less likely to
be caught.
But serious, big-time crime requires experience, training, discipline, organization and all the other
elements of success found in any
endeavor. This applies to the best
burglars, stickup men, cartage
thieves, embezzlers, drug runners,
stock manipulators, politicians and
other undesirables.
That's why the American Mafia
was so successful for most of this
century. About 99 percent of all
Mafia hits have never been solved.
Why,the feds can't even find Jimmy
Hoffa's old bones, much less his
assassins.
This success isn't due to luck. It's
a combination of the many elements
that go into any professional skill:
training, dedication, a grasp of
Fundamentals, an attention to the
tiniest details, and knowing enough
to keep your big yap shut.
Yes,the flapping yap. More than
anything else, that's the biggest
failing of the amateur commal.
They brag, and they blab.

We read about these boobs all the
time.
There are the women unhappy in
marriage who want lobe nd of their
husbands without the expense and
drudgery of going to court. So they
ask a bartender if he happens to
know someone who might bump off
the worthless spouse.
The bartenders says, "Uh-huh"
and tips off the cops. Then the cops
send an undercover guy to pose as a
potential hit man, listen to the
proposition and arrest the unhappy
wife, who later indignantly sniffs:
"You just can't trust anyone."
Which,in such matters, is true. You
want a confidential relationship,
talk to your priest or your doctor.
but not to some guy at the corner
bar.
I recall the case of the grumpy
businessman who wanted his wife
done away with. Who did he hire?
An out-of-town pro? No,he shaved
expenses by giving the job to his
building's janitor. The instant the
cops glared at him, the janitor
confessed all. Would the businessman have hired a janitor to do a
triple bypass or maintain his accounts? Of course not. Yet he
entrusted an amateur with the seri-

ous business of bumping off his
wife. And businessmen are supposed to be so smart_
So, by the time everything comes
out in the Kerrigan attack, which it
all will, we'll find that a crew of
really dumb amateurs took on a
highly professional challenge. And
that some of them couldn't keep
their mouths shut They will have
talked to relatives or friends. And
what kinds of relatives or friends do
these klutzes have? Their fellow
klutzes.
These are society's fringe people.
Not homeless or down-and-out But
not successful, either. The kind of
fringe losers who drift from job to
job, address to address, short on
skill and brains, but looking to make
a score. An ex-bouncer, a martialarts lout and a live-in ex-husband
who thinks being on network TV —
even as a felony suspect — is a form
of success. You can find people like
them in the novels of John D.
MacDonald or Elmore Leonard. Or
the cells of big-city police stations.
But instead of breaking into garages and stealing snowblowers,
which would have been their level
of criminal competence. this bunch
happened to leech onto an exceptional female athlete who had the I
potential to make a fortune.
Now,Tonya Harding — whether
she knew of the plot or didn't — is
basically washed up. The rest of the
crowd will probably wind up peering through prison bars.
And if there is a social message,it
is this: It's harder and harder to fund
•
good help these days.
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Open Forum on Park on Wednesday
A special community-wide meeting in the interest of renovation
of Murray-Calloway County Park will be Wednesday, Jan. 26, at 7
p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. This is an open meeting
for all persons interested in the further development of the citycounty park.
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Quilts Lovers to meet tonight
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. in
die Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Phyllis Miller will
present a program on "How Old Is Old: Styles and Fabrics of
Quilts 1840 to 1940." Membership dues will be taken in January.
Members and guests please note change of date and place. For
more information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453 or Marge Sanders at
753-4288.
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MAGAZINE MEETING — Kathryn Carman, left, substituted as presenter
of the program of the Murray Magazine Club December meeting held at
the home of Nancy Kaverstock, right. Mns. Carman substituted for Batty
Bon who has moved out of the state. Lois Sparks, center, president,
presided. Edith Nortsinger gave the devotion. The club will meet Thursday, Jan. 77, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Gwendola Healey.

Bridge play planned Wednesday
Ladies of the Murray Country Club will play bridge on Wednes.
day, Jan. 26, at 9:30 a.m at the club. For reservations or cancellations call Eva Morris at 759-9566.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Jan. 26, at
5:15 p.m. at Ellis Community, 630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all
interested persons. OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all
walks of life who meet in order to help solve a common problem
— compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is
I desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins
and no diets.
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Murray BPW to meet Thursday
Murray Business and Professional Women have rescheduled their
meeting for Thursday. Jan. 27, at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.
The Rev. Ra Stockard, assistant pastor of First United Methodist
Church and director of United Methodist Campus Ministry, will
speak on "The Women in Non-traditional Occupations." For more
infonnation call Faye Rogers at753-7743.

Special workshops Thursday
The Christian Counseling Center of Paducah will present workshops for both ministers and elders in the Murray area on Thursday, Jan. 27, at Glendale Road Church of Christ. The first workshop will be from 9 a.m. to noon with Roger Thompson and David
Johnson discussing subjects such as "Crisis Counseling," "Premarital Counseling," and "Confidentiality in Counseling." The elders
workshop will be from 6:30 to 9 p.m. with David Johnson and Jim
Pounders to speak on subjects, "Responding to Members in Crisis,"
"How to Listen So People Will Talk," and "Ilie Role of a Shepherd." Those planning to attend should call the center at
1-502-442-5738.

Pet Therapy meeting Thursday
A Pet Therapy trip will be Thursday, Jan. 27. Persons will meet
at 3 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All PAWS members
and other interested persons are urged to participate in this special
occasion.

PAAMI meeting Thursday
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill will sponsor a Round
Table Forum on "The Family's Role in the Treatment and Rehabilitation of the Mentally Ill" on Thursday, Jan. 27, at Oval Room of
Ground Floor, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Refreshments will be
served at 6:30 p.m. with the forum to stan at 7 p.m. Panel members
will be Gene Branson, ACSW, Psychiatric Social Worker, Lourdes;
Carol Ahrens, R.N., Charter Hospital; Jeff Dalton, case manager,
Adult Mental Health Services, WK Mental Health Center, Phyllis
Due Gibbs, president, PAAMI; and David Meyers M.D., Psychiatry. For information or assistance with transporation, call Gibbs at
435-4138, or Ginny Hutson at WK Regional Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, 1-442-7121.

Adventist church plans event
Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church will celebrate a dedication of a new church on Saturday, Jan. 29, at 2:30 p.m. at the new
church building at South 15th and Sycamore Streets. Events for the
day include Sabbath School at 9:30 a.m., worship at 11:30 a.m.,
fellowship meal at 12:30 p.m. and Dedication at 2:30 p.m. The
public is invited to attend.
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Need Line pantry items needed
Need Line is in need of items to fill the grocery sacks for clients.
Kathie Gentry, executive director, said items especially needed are
cereal oatmeal, dry beans, instant potatoes and crackers. These
items may be taken to the Need Line office on the bottom floor of
the Weeks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call 753-NEED.

ZETA MEETING — Judy Stahler, pictured center, presented a special
program on "Festive Foods" at a recent meeting of Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club. Hostesses were, from left, Bonnie Jones, LaVer•
ne Ryan, Stahler, Barbara Brandon and Dorothy McNabb. The Zeta, will
meet Thursday, Jan. 27, at 7 p.m. at the club house with Peggy Wil•
hams, executive director of WATCH., as speaker. Geri Anderson,
'reeds Farrell, Erma Tuck, Lucy Lilly and Ann Vinson will be hostesses

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Jan.
21, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Dohie twin baby girls, parents, Tina
and David, Rt 10, Box 149, Benton,
Edwards baby girl, parents, Dian
and Thomas, Rt. 1, Box 98, Paris,
Tenn ;
Hill baby girl, parents, Shannon and
Barry R., Rt, 1, Box 154C, Kirksey;
Houser baby girl, parents, Melissa
and James M At 1, Box 3114,
Symsonia.
Dismissals
Mrs. Oleta A. Baucion, Rt. 2. Box
48H, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Zetta B
Bryant, 116 Bradley Hills Rd , Dover,
Tenn.; Dennis kr. Burkeen, RI, 5, Box
444, Murray,
Bobby G. Clayton, Rt. 1, Box 156,
Buchanan, Tenn ; Mrs. Dean Downey,
1105 Sycamore St., Murray: Ethan H.
Emerine, P 0 Box 848, Murray:
Mrs. Mourean George, 713 Riley
CI., Murray; Rue Gossum, Rt 3, Box
35, Murray; Mrs Lack) Greenheid,
West View Nursing Home, Murray;
Mrs. Sarah E. Greer, RI, 1, Box 10.
Almo; Mrs. Amy T_ Hall and baby girl,
RI. 1, Box 549. Hardin. Mrs_ Frances
G. J•tton, Rt. 1, Box 150A.
Farmington;
Mrs. Treys M. Jones. 217 South
13th St., Murray: Robert B. Joyce.
2623 Riley Hollow Rd.. Cadiz, Mrs

gik
Wuttla.
Dixieland Center
Chestnut Street
Murray, KY

Lisa A Lindsay, 2041 South Rd ,
Cadiz;
Mrs. Jeanette D. Lindsey, RI I. Box
198. Mansfield, Tenn.: Ms, Linda S
Marshall, Rt. 1, Box 190, Hardin, Miss
Frances F Milliken. 1335 Adams
Circle, Murray,
Thomas C Nesbitt, Rt. 4, Box 261.
Murray; Mrs Rave Paschall. Rt. 2, Box
244. Puryear, Tenn.; Malcom K. Simmons, Rt. 1, Box 244A, Sedalia.
Mrs Richard W Simpson, RI 1,
Box 864, Sedalia; Mrs. Victoria
Thompson, Rt. 1, Box 1010, Barton.
Robert L. Ward, 1205 Cresnvooci,
Murray.
Mrs Gwen G. WoIH, 1531 London
Dr. Murray. Paul E Woods Si, Rt. 1,
Box 84. Puryear, Tenn, Mrs Debbie
Woods and baby girl, 800 North 18th
St.. Murray

Tuesday, Jan. 25
Quill Loverso6 p m /annex of Calloway County Public Library Note
ehenge in date and place
Murray Planning Commission/7
pm/City Hall
Murray Lions Club 30 p in/Murray
Woman's Club House
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of
United We Stand Am•ric•,7
p m /Calloway County Public Library
Travelogue by Leisure Lite/3
p.m /basement hospitality room of University Branch of Bank of Murray Info/
Martha Covey, 753- t 893.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOSW7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224 or Linda.
437-4414.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital/12 30-3
p.m./Calloway County Public Library.
Alzh•Imer's DI
Support
Group/4:30 p.m /board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Into/762-1100.
Bingo/7 p.m /Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 534
meeting/7 p m./First Presbyterian
Church Info/759-9964
Parents Anonymous/6 p m
info/753-0082.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 pm /for
senior citizens' activities
Dexter Center/senior activities/9 30
a m.
Weak. Center/open 8 am -4 p m ./for
senior citizens' acthelties
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group/2 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day OuV9 am and 3 p.m
Calloway County Junior Varsity and
Varsity Boys Basketball teams play at
Lone Oak' pm
Murray High School Varsity Basketball team scheduled to play in Ballard
Memorial 'A' Boys Classic.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
rneeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 am to 12 30 pm and 130
to 4-30 p.m
Wednesday, Jan. 26
Special Park Forum of community tor
renovation of Murray-Calloway County
Park will be at Murray Woman's Club
House/7 p m Public invited and urged
to attend
Ladies Bridget9:30 a.m./Murray
Country Club, Info/Eva Morris,
759-9566.
Overeaters Anonymous/5'15
p m./Ellis Community Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.•2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weak. Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Calloway County .PublIc Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
am and Story Hour/10.30 a.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League,+9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course
University Church of Christ events
include Bible classes7 p m
Wendel* Road Church of Christ
events include Bible classes/7 p.m
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6-30
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
Include ARK/5 p.m.; Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m,

Estes Psychological Services

FINAL
CLEARANCE

welcomes
Os.

Derrell Smothers
Certified Psychologist
to their staff
•
Office Hours By Appointment • 753-7004
101B Walnut Plaza • Clinic Pharmacy
104 North 5th St. • Murray

.715
plus

3 DAYS ONLY!
Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
ICommercial & Resicientia
—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

CALL
753-7020

Our Winter Clearance
S•A•L•E
is getting bigger!
Groups of

Claiborne

United We Stand meeting Tuesday
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of United We Stand America
will meet Tuesday, Jan. 25, at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. The group will "be building on the work done by the
Board of Directors on Jan. 11 in developing 'Focus on Future
Activity' and Lanette Thurman will provide guidance.

Wednesday, Jan. 26
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
a m Children a Handbell CnoirP3 IS
p m Adult Handbell Choir/4 p m,
Youth Club/5 pm. Turner Covenant
Prayer/6 p in Chancel Choir? 30
m
Grace Baptist Church events include
Soul- Winning Class.:6 15 pm Kid s
Mut*, Bible Explosion, Youth Bible
Study, College Career Bible Study.
Adult &Die Study/7 p m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Youth and Mission Groups—
p m, Choir rehearsal/8 p m
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p miChnstian Science Church
Westin' Baptist Church events
include Mission organizations/7 pm
South Pleasant Grove United
M•thodist Church Administrative
Board/7 pm
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7 pm
New Lite Christian Centorrprayer and
praise.i7 pm
Oak Grove Baptist Churckprayer
meenng, RAs and GAiv6 30 p m
First Baptist Church events include
Friendship International'9 a m ,
Ladies' Bible Study/10 am. WMU
serving BSU luncheon/11 am, Fellowship Supper/5 30 p.m Library
open/6 - 15 p m Children's Choirs
(Parents Night for Cherub Choir)
Klaymata/6 30 p.m , Business
meeting/6 45 p m.. Sanctuary
Choiii74S pm
SI. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5- 15 p m
Alcoholics Anonymous open
meeting/11 a m +American Legion
Building. South Sixth and Maple
Streets
Baccalaureate exhibition by Laura
Donaldson/upper level of SASU.Eagle
Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State Admission free
Campus Lights annual musical
production/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium,
Murray Stale Univ•rsity. info/
762-4288

Sweaters

6Liz 0%-75% off

'25 '30 '40

Dresses $40
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SPORTS
Murray State warriors win Round
Racers unstoppable
in victory over Tigers
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
It had spectacular drives to the
hoop, powerful dunks and magical passes. It was an outstanding
basketball game.
It was also a war.
The game had strong defense,
long bombs and even some handto-hand combat.
It was just the kind of game
Scott Edgar wanted when his
team took the floor Monday night
against Tennessee State to see
who was the new bad boy on the
Ohio Valley Conference block.
"To win a war, you've got to
have warriors," said Edgar, who
is a bench warrior in his own
right.
Tennessee State came into
Racer Arena with the league
crown and three-straight wins
over the Racers last year The
Tigers had four starters back,
including a future NBA draft
pick.
The Racers just had more
warriors.
From the time they came out of
the tunnel to the "01 Gray Mare"
to the final buzzer, the Racers
never backed down from the
mighty Tigers and hammered
home a convincing message in
the form of a 90-79 win.
"It was not as much of a celebrated win as people might
think," said Antoine Teague, the
Racers 6-10 center. "We didn't
play our best ballgame and we
still have more messakes to

Lady Racers'
final flurry
misses mark
against TSU
Staff RepOrl
Murray Ledger & Timos
Tennessee State dropped in
two late free throws Monday
night to hold off Murray State
78-76 in an Ohio Valley Conference women's game.
Jennifer Parker followed
Saturday's 40-point performance with 30 on Monday, but
the Lady Racers (5-10)
dropped their sixth straight
game.
Tennessee State led 76-72
with 153 to play before Murray State's Kriste Haberer
canned two free throws and
Stephanie Gray hit a turnaround jumper to tie the game
with :42 left.
Trailing 77-76. Parker
missed a short jumper with :22
to play and was stripped of the
ball with :04 left. Aldridge hit
a free throw with :1.2 left to
make it 78-76. Murray State
never got a final shot.
Stephanie Gray had 20
points for the Lady Racers and
Rechelle Cadwell added 15
points, nine rebounds and
seven assists. Parker had eight
boards and hit 5 of 9 threepointers, including a 25-foot
bomb that gave the Lady Racers their last lead, 68-66, with
5:41 to play.
Murray State led by as
many as 12 with 6:41 to play
in the first half. Tennessee
State outscored Murray 15-3 to
tie the game at 35-35 at hair.

MURRAY ST. 90, TENNESSEE ST. 71
TENISUISEE 111 44)
Holton 4113 14 11 Arm 0-1 5-00. 1444.4 512
00 13 46.0 0.4 04 0 Flews 11-I3 1513 23, ../400pm 7.1i 0-014 C40.4 Dom 444414,CAW Da*
0.1 0.00 TWAY 3143 10-23 79
WNW (13.4
Troia 44 0-2 Ow. 3-4 3-4 10 bows 5-10
5.711. Alma 140-' 214004 44 1.3 62 ke441
240.04. Uwe 1511 74 21, Mixee 3-744 11,
Arms 34 3-2 1 T4U114 3141 2343 SO
144114..-66414. St 47. Tummook 33 4001.14
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send."
It may have not been celebrated, but it was crucial.
"For us to remain contenders
we had to win this game," Edgar
said. "This program (TSU) beat
us three times last year."
Murray State, which eventually
led by 22 early in the second
half, used a 124) run in the first
half to break into a double-digit
lead. Tennessee State struggled
the rest of the night to keep up. It
was the first time Murray has had
a lead on the Tigers in
1 20-straight minutes of
basketball.
Murray State moved 13-3 overall and 6-0 in the league, a game
and a half over second place Austin Pray (4-1). Murray travels to
Austin Peay on Saturday before
moving on to Tennessee State
(7-8, 3-2) on Monday.
Though the final score was 11
and the Racers had to execute
and hit free throws in the final
four minutes to take the victory,
it was not as close as any of Ten-

STEVE PARKEFVLockg.

nessee State's wins over the Racers a year ago.
In fact, the game may have
been decided in a three-minute
stretch in the first half.
Tennessee State's Tim Horton
hit a jumper to tic the game at
12-12 with 13:55 to play in the
half.

Marcus Brown answered for
the Racers with a 10-footer.
Leading 14-12 at 13:36, the Racers got a 3-pointer from senior
Marcus Jones to push the lead to
17-12. The shot of the game
came when Brown went in for a
layup and hooked the ball off the
glass as he was heading to the

floor courtesy of TSU's Damon
Page. The sophomore was mauled
by his teammates and brought the
crowd to its feet.
Brown converted the free
throw to make it 20-12 with
12:32 to play. Cedric Gumm followed up a miss and the score
was 24-12. Jones hit a three-

HEATH - At the very least,
Monday night's All-A regional
final was a learning experience
for Murray.
The Lady Tigers were facing
Hickman County, which was
making its fourth championship
game appearance in as many
years of the event, and had
already defeated Murray this
season.
Hickman County stopped Murray 50-43, but Lady Tiger coach
Jimmy Harrell wasn't totally discouraged after the game. "It was
a great experience for our players
to be in the championship game,"
he said. "We're disappointed but
not down."
At times, Murray, which
dropped to 11-4, looked as if they
would break the string of either
Hickman County or Mayfield
representing the First Region at
the state level. They grabbed an
early 8-2 lead, but the Lady Falcons rallied late in the period
with a 12-0 surge to take an
18-11 edge at the first period
close.
Hickman County led 23-17
after a three-point play by Melissa Spears at the 3:21 mark of the
second frame, but Murray
answered by scoring the next six
points, three each from Sara Williams and Sarah Snyder, to force
a 23-23 tic. A pair of late baskets
by Hickman put them back on
top, 27-23 at halftime.
A Spears bucket midway
through the third stanza put Hickman County up 34-27, but Murray slapped on the full-court

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753- 1 1 1

HICKMAN CO. 50, Murray 43
141CX114/1 CO.
%Ars 13, W•Al Is. Mann 10. SZIon I, I-Amick 7,
CAA 2. Ay., Efterft TOTALS FO-4 17-41 Threepun 1-4 (WU), FT-I. 13-17 Record 12.1
SUOMI 4430
Thome 14, Pay, 12, 3•040, 12. Warm 3, Shaw
11561 Tlore034041 24
Ku
DA TOTALS FO-Ard,
(Thomis, WAWA* FT-4 5-1 Racont 11-4

press and came up with four
straight baskets for their last lead
of the evening, 35-34. A pair of
Elisha Clark free throws with
16.8 seconds left put Hickman
County ahead 36-35 heading into
the fourth quarter.
The final eight minutes
belonged to the Lady Falcons as
Murray's outside shooting went
ice cold, prompting Hickman to
sag their defense further inside.
Snyder hit one of two free
throws 53 seconds into the fourth
to tie the game at 36-36, but
Murray was never closer than
five the rest of the game as Hickman put together an 11-3 run
over the next few moments to go
up 47-39 and essentially end the
game.
Stacie Thomas provided Murray's only points during Hickman's run, on a three-pointer
from the top of the key. The
Lady Tigers came to within five
at 48-43 very late in the contest,
but Spears canned two free
throws to ice the championship.
Thomas led all scorers with 14
points while Snyder and Bonnie
Payne each had 12. Murray shot
just 16 of 51 from the field (31
percent), two of five from threepoint range and five of eight at
• See Page 7

• See Page 7

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

II V U - 1111
it 33 20 - 43

NCKIIIAM CO.
1111.114PAY

pointer after Carlos Rogers hit
one of his five free throws in 13
attempts.
The Racer run had great shooting and pressure defense, but it
was Brown's shot that more or

Pitino sees
better play
in the paint

Lady Tigers drop
All-A title contest
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

TtrO41$ photo

Murray State head coach Scott Edgar tries to hold beck Marcus Jones, tar left, while Cedric Gurnms grabs hold of Michael James during Monday's
first half bottle with the Tennessee State cheerleaders.

MARK YOUNG/5..19w It Tann photo

Murray's Sarah Snyder puts ups shot In Monday night's All-A regional
championship game against Hickman County at Heath. Snyder scored
12 points, but Hickman County won the championship, 50-43.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

A& A AUTO
RENTAL

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Kentucky coach Rick Pitino is
beginning to see some improved
play in the paint by his No. 9
Wildcats.
Pitino has tinkered with the
lineup since starting center Rodney Dent went down with a
season-ending knee injury against
Vanderbilt on Jan. 4, and fretted
over the consequences.
And there was reason to be
concerned after the Wildcats
(14-3) lost two of their next five
games, two on the road against
Southeastern Conference
opponents.
"The biggest factor in losing
him was his low-post defense,"
Pitino said during the Southeastern Conference teleconference on
Monday. "He was a physical presence for us. Now we're physically as strong."
But after Saturday's 86-70 victory at Mississippi State, Pitino
feels better about his team's play
in the low post.
"I think we're starting to come
around," he said.
Kentucky entertains South Carolina on Wednesday, a team that
should test the Wildcats under the
basket.
"(Jamie) Wilson and (Emmitt)
Hall, along with (Andy) Bostic,
have good low-point games,"
Pitino said. "They're very athletic and they get on the backboard.
"South Carolina will come in
here ... and milk the clock. We'll
have to be ready for these
things."

ZelacoSELL.
4a

"Daily & Weekly Rentals
"Clean, Dependable Cars
"Call Us For Rates

il.g

Holland Motor Sales
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•Murray State...
FROM PAGE 6

Torres Fools
STEVE PAFVEFVLatclow
Marcus Brown, on the floor, flashes a smile to the Tennessee State
tans while being helped up by his teammates, ant( hitting a key shot In
the first hatl

Utah finds success

ma photo

onday's

ers hit
s in 13
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The Associated Press
Utah, doing fine against most
of the NBA this season, had no
success at all in its first six
games against the teams it will
have to beat come playoff time.
The Jazz were 0-6 against
Seattle, Phoenix and Houston and
26-8 against the rest of the league
going into Monday night's game
with the SuperSonics. But Utah's
top players, Karl Malone and
John Stockton, came through in a
95-90 victory.
"It's not so much getting a
monkey off our backs, but it's
proving to ourselves that we can
play with these teams," said forward Tom Chambers, who scored
six of his 10 points during a decisive 19-1 spurt in the second

quarter, when the Jazz outscored
Seattle 29-13.
Malone had 26 points and 16
rebounds and Stockton finished
with 16 points and 18 assists
against the Sonics, who are 4-4 in
their last eight games after a 26-3
SIAM

"It feels good to play well
against good teams," Stockton
said.
The SuperSonics led 31-19
after one quarter, but Utah pulled
ahead for good with the 19-1 run
in the first 5:35 of the second
period.
"The first quarter, they did it
to us, and then we started playing
really hard," said Malone, who
surpassed the 18,000-point plateau with two free throws in the
fourth quarter.

less proclaimed "this is our
night."
"I don't know if he could hit
that again in 10 years," said a
laughing Edgar. "But average
players don't make that shot. It
was a great shot by a great
[AM.-There was a lot of talkin' out
there," said Brown, finishing with
16 points. "They were running
their mouths. When I hit that shot
it got us all pumped up."
Brown, the team's leading
scorer at 17.7 points per game,
played only nine minutes in the
first half. Shortly after hitting his
"highlight film" shot, he picked
up his second foul and went to
the bench.
That's when Jones stepped to
the forefront.
Playing in only his seventh
game as a Racer. Jones scored 14
points in the first half and finished with a team-high 21.
"It's not his experience but his
makeup," Edgar said of Jones,
who began his career at Alabama.
"Marcus Jones has played in a lot
of midnight basketball games.
You have to know a lot about
basketball to know what that
means. He's played a lot of
asphalt basketball in his life,
He's not going to back down
from anyone."
After Brown left the floor,
Jones scored eight points in the
final 10 minutes. His final points
came when he took a pass from
Teague and raced in for a layup.
Heading back down the floor, he
was tripped by a Tennessee State
cheerleader and went to discuss
it.
Some shoving took place but
order was restored when Murray
State security escorted the cheerleaders to the locker room for a
few minutes to cool off.
"I made a layup and one of
them clipped me," said Jones. "It
was no big thing, but I didn't
appreciate it at all."
Jones' layup put Murray up 18,
45-27, their biggest lead of the
half at 3:32.
Tennessee State, which hit

•Lady Tigers...
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FROM PAGE 6
the free throw line.
Spears paced Hickman County,
now 12-1, with 13 points while
Ward and Tanika Martin each
chipped in with 10, Leigh Ann
Shelton had eight and Rachel
Hamrick contributed seven. The
Lady Falcons hit on 17 of 41
field goal attempts (41 percent),
one of four from three-point
range and 13 of 17 at the free
throw stripe.
"We only scored eight points
there in the fourth quaner; we
didn't have the shots fall at the
end," Harrell said. "Sarah Snyder
scored inside some, but then they
started sagging in on her. She had
a good tournament and all of our
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFT
'Your ;twee than OAe company agency."
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Tennessee State, playing without last season's OVC freshman
of the year Monty Wilson, cut the
lead to 85-75 with 1:19 to play.
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Murray started the second half
with a 13-5 run and eventually
built the lead to 22 with 1454 to
play. TSU chipped away at the
lead with Rogers scoring 10
points in the final five mintues.
Murray held the ball the final
four minutes and hit 11 of 16 free
throws down the stretch.
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DELIVERY PARTY PACK

PICK-UP PARTY PACK

2 Large Pizzas

2 Large Pizzas
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registration is encouraged Call(502) 762-1384 by noon
Friday. February 4 All Fresh Start Classes are free and open to
the public
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MURRAY CALLOVAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
100 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071 •(502)762 1100
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Rogers, last year's OVC player
of the year, came in averaging
21.9 points and 9.8 rebounds per
game but finished with 23 points
and eight boards.
"Teague played great, it's
unexplainable," said Edgar.
"Bring Carlos Rogers in here and
he steps up his game. Last year
he did it with no help inside. If
we didn't have him last year
we'd have lost by 40."
This year, the help came in the
form of Michael James.
The 6-8 senior forward gave
the Racers muscle to match
TSU's tandem of Rogers and 6-9
250-pound Jeff Johnson. James
had eight points and six key
rebounds in 25 minutes.
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only five 3-pointers against the
Racers after burning them all last
season from long range, hit two
at the end of the lull to make the
score 47-33 at intermission.
In the first half, both teams
shot 48 percent, but Murray was
19 for 40 while TSU was 13 of
27. The Racers also hit 5 of 6
free throws while the Tigers
struggled at 5 of II
"Our defense had a lot to do
with it in the first half," said
Jones, 6 of 11 from the field and
2 of 3 from 3-point. "We wore
them down and you could see
they were happy to get to halftime. In the second half, they
tried to go to Rogers but Teague
played a helluva game."
In his one-year reunion with
Rogers, Teague was again a spark
for the Racers. The 6-10 senior
had eight points, nine rebounds
and five blocked shots.

1:11311111Nles:'.

FRESH START

0 COMe

Emmiu)
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y athlekboard.
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-W1
0

70 vicPitino
I's play
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SCOREBOARD

SUPER BOWLel

players played well.
"We couldn't get in our running game and we couldn't sustain anything," he said. "But I
can't fault our effort. 1 didn't
expect Hickman County to shoot
as well from the outside as they
did, but we didn't want Spears to
dominate and some of their players that we gave up on hit the
shots."
Murray returns to action
Thursday night, hosting Carlisle
County, which defeated them by
a point earlier this year.
*Thomas. Payne and Williams
each received all-tournament
honors while Sarah Kneebone
was named to the tournament's
all-academic squad.

I
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The Best Pizza In Town... WONetil

FREE DELIVERY
starting at
11 a.m. on
Super Bowl Sunday!

Coupons
Good This
Week Only!

Chestnut St., Murray
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EDUCATION
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00
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Denies Henry's primary math students at Robertson, Saki' Boone, Jay
Perry, Patrick Young, Shaylyn Cagle and Marchello CavItt, use estimation in measurement

Tonya Wheatley, Jameson Wade, Bobby Harrell and Shaun Burkeen are
working on researching space exploration at a computer in the library
media center at East Elementary.

rip

Nuithis Snyder-Duo, Zachary Reeder and Jessica Young, primary students at Robertson, celebrate Dr Martin Luther King's birthday

James Ferguson, Zack Cunningham and Hayley Farley we lust three of
Shelia Henry's eight-grade language arts students at MMS.

The 1993-94 Flute Choir, under the direction of Beth Stribling, performed at Murray Middle School's Christmas Concert

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

.E.A. Royal, Billy Smith and Josh Arent, sophomores at Calloway County
High, complete a performance-based assessment on leaf Indentffication
and characteristics.

4•4.

:f •
Chad Garland, Dustin Poole, Jason Barnett (grand prize winner), Glom
Leckie (art teacher), Micah Bazzell and Peter Albrecht, students at Calloway County High School, were chosen to have their work In the Yelser Art Center Show In Paducah

1
Leah Baust, a senior at Calloway County High, prepares a map of invasion and migration routes used by German tribes who conquered the
Roman Empire

Students at Southwest Elementary In Reits Robin's fourth-grad* class
wrote and produced their own play, The Big Derby. This was as integrated activity after untt studies on Kentucky history and plays

Tonys Wheatley Is assisting East Elementary librarian Debbie Emstberger with the learning centers
Man imus, Alicia McCuiston and Cathy Frederick took a field trip to
Pecks Produce Farm.

1
Aren't You I
Glad There's

411111
'
Student teasher Crystal Cowart introduced the letter 0 to Karen Falwell's primary class at North Calloway.

11111i

School Supply

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

Jason Burkeen, Jason Sme• and Jay Stark, sophomores at Calloway
County High School, are pictured with their portrait gallery,

The future is in our hands...
Wee Care for your child's future.

CHEEKLIDirti
. Manes
Pietufebacis

Your child's education is very

bY

important to us. That is why we
carry a large inventory of educational
and enjoyment reading material to
help your child learn and grow
through their primary years.
rorne by and seethe many different

H

0 GOlden

sten

Ahead
Pr•ifth.,

C:1 Brain
Quest
up
Ca Award
!Vinniag Bcoks

47,4":**"'.
—•••i Nord

titles we have to offer.

Saturday Workshops
Educational Supplies For
Parents / Teachers, Daycares,
Sunday School Teachers.

Full Day Educational Preschool Program
For Ages 6 Weeks To 5 Years
Gale B

READMORE
BOOK-'N-CARD

Chestnut Hills
Murray

CorrwIlmon

Kathy E %Neon

Downtown Murray • 753-5968

Directx

Aislustml °vector

109 South 15th • Murray • 753-5227
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010

UMW

Modes

Nlicrowave
Repair

IMAS3O104 TO

All Us

Ward Elkins
75:3-1713

VOU

ealreaseliC
PiM.04
stseleell

.

MRS. TI4ERESA, Reader
• erivarte. A true born
Psychb gAted from God
554 7904 call for
spixerernent

N Ile COITINZINT or4CUINOIN
DOR 451115 7111-3881

ALLIANCE
wifilEacus

WILSON Real Estate at
302 So 12th Phon•
753-3263 Specsabizee in
waste property sales

Itemetaii

Income Tax
By

Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page

Questions about
college' Tuition'
Financial aid")
Call tell troo!
1-800-955-3377
Ext. S-1001

at

753-8107

AURORA Pizza Magic
Closed for the winter
Watch for rip-opening
dales

SEARS

Americas Second Car

Uglg Duckling
locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
County
Mutton

1
.1

t

g
i
r

01 IRV/.
rod Me

Office: 753-6910
1-600-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daffy, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310
GLASS replacement for
homes and business, also
repair store front door's
mirror's, cal and bath
room glass tabie top's karr o r Glass Specialist
753-0180

\orma lone\ \ails
Hot Wax
Treat
Yourself Manicure

Terry
Tatlock

A fast growing canpany in
Murray a DON accepting
oggressive appecants to NI
sales towbars We offer an
excellent benshr package
and a stable Altura Al sonWS applicants should send
• resume to PO BOX
1040-U Moray. Ky 42071
DO you need a GED7 Do
you need hope for the future and help to get•solid
camel We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not KA eme high
school students Call
753-9378 FIVII days s week
between 8-00ern-3 00prn
We we an EOE This promot a funded by tie Western Kentucky Private Industry Counal-JTPA
EARN up to $3.003rrno proceasing montage refunds in
your area No experience
necessary 502-569-1962

$10

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicate 'implement
insurance ix now
'tenderized m 10
plans and we write
all 10
The pen A deductible
you, or your
insurance.
must pay has been
increased to $696 m
1994
For more information
call
MeCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or eatleawide
1-800-455-4199
'air32Ner of anew.'

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only 41.un a Classified Linel
3 days get 1 day

FREE
days - 2 days free, 9 days - 3 days 1721

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
✓ Ads must run three consecutive
days.
✓ No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads will
remain in effect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already scheduled to
start in February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
•
SAVE'
Sale and
Call

753-1916
to place your ad.

Susess•
lisrees•

Apartments
For Rent

Pee
I &epee

CASH tor mobile home
was
axles 436-2578
901-444-0679

K Ti anti Aseoctariss offer
ing•kill Ire of invesagetwe
sweats Be As Center
753-3868 or 436 6099

EMBASSY 2bi central
gas applianoes furnehed
Coleman RE 753-9896

HAVE an obedient sale
Clog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray tor over
12yrs 4362856

FISHER Price toys tall
lunds) lounten pens venal
and pocket watches lid s
metal lunch boxes, old
glassware furniture and
appliances 753-7047
Grays Roe Markel, 609'n
South
NORDIC Trac & stationery
bicycle Ca 753-7337 to
leave message

Ambles
For Sale
10'4 FT brake Pro Two lot
vinyl siding 436 2701

$30 set
753-1137

Licensed
Agent

McConnell Ins. Agency

trip lo

LONELY,To meet singles
in your area Al ages Contea LCCUS USA, 2342 University Station Murray. KY
42071-3301

Mara
Ts Out

CAMCORDER, excellent
col/Aeon Cal 437-4327
5 220 WALL Heaters 1-3
Stack 4-2 Stack $20/ea
Cal 489-24-53
BOGARD tucking and ex cavalry. nc We haul kip
sal, gravel. II del. white
rock, np rap 759-1828
CRAFT supplies: Priced
to sell unti stock is gone
Includes numerous craft
books of al types. penis
ramie's, craft lots hoop
frames, design stamps
license plates, ribbons
dned Mowers, floral as
sores. fabric dye. deco
faces, studs. A msc 702
Main Si Mon-Fri 9am-2pm.
759-1965
HUMMEL figurines for
sale Call 759-9338
INDUSTRIAL size desk,
$75 30 gallon fish tank.
accessories included. $75.
0113C1/1C dryer. 5100 Cal
759-9629
LADIES la diamond solitaire, new condition Appraised be $1.750 Greatly
reduced, $850 753-5281

MATTRESSES, any sue
Buy factory dere& ASIl al>
pay!
Excellent
work!
EASY
out our Repack! Smith Mat
Factory
Assemble products at tress
home C•II toll
502 551 3160
1 800-467 5566 sit 4047
NEW go-cart with roll bar &
ENGINEERS, West Ten- larger tires Alter 5pm
nessee area Needed im- 753-1500
mediately 'Industrial
NEW metal siding & roofEngineer- BSIE 3yrs maning Cover 36 cut to length
utactunng expenence *Da10 colors, gaNanized
in
wn Engineer- BSME or BS
gaivalume Secondary
Ag Engineering, 5yrs and
available Portable carrrtariuforlunng experience if
kits 489 2722 or
port
Send resume to Technical
489 2721
Recrurtors. 41 Slone Brook
Place. Suite 217, Jackson, NEW shipment of ladies
TN 38335
Moller coats and Key hunt
ing or work clothes Hud
FULL time day waitress
Store 10
needed. experience pat- son s Western
miles east on Hwy .94
tered Apply n person
Homeplace Restaurant, 753-4545
1906 Coldwater Rd, Hwy SUN tanning beds new 8
121 N ri Murray
used, Ananang available.
SAFETY Advisors. $2150 Parts. sermai & supplies.
Sonny Hooks
Call
per month Company wil
2 7 4 ,
train Call Mon-Thur. 7 5 3 - 9
only, 1-800-540-9790
9am-1pm

free

615-399-8269
TRUCK driver parcel delft tory tut time CDL required
Send resume to PO BOX
528. Murray,KY 42071

11111 Domestic

VERMONT Castnes wood
stove Vigilant model
50,000 BTU heat 8 503/cu
ft 2958e 7514856

1E3

Fre

I Memo
CHILD care Mother of two
wiN babysn children in my
home CPR certified
753-1197
CLEANING houses a my
business Reliable and er.
penenced references Cal
Linda 759-9553
WILL do house cleaning
Have references Call
474-2131 after 3pm, ask for
Betty or leave message

LATE model 50 1AF tractor
excellent condition
753-5463. 753-0144

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD, also tree ear
vice Call 436-2562

IMMO
PIANO re finished. very
old great shape Cal
753-7237 after 5pm

SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061

Ilisirase
Opposes*
BIG MONEY local vending
route, need to sell quickly
1-800-568-2134
GIFT shop In Murray, guaranteed income Cal be9am.5pm
tween
753-6796

Wee
T•
ANTIOUES by tie piece or
oolleceons Cal 7534433
after 5pm
CASH ped for good. used
mites, shotauns. and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

Ell
Iliscelimescus
KILL ROACHES! Buy ENFORCER OverNrie Roach
Spray or CherNite Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back, GUARANTEED! Available at Coast
to Coast, 604 N 12th St,
Murray. KY

FURN

PAIR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
HOUITTINg Oppontruly

NEW 2br duplex with ce
poet and outside storage.
plus lease & de$435/mo
14K60 140134LE home, 2br
2 ful baths. morel Ms, posit Cal 753-7951
aiderprining and storage NEWLY constructed 1 br
building 753 7371 after and 2br apartments neat
&Pm
letSU Call 753-0472
Ram Per Sig

KOPPERUD Really has
buyers wailing to purchase
homes all prioe ranges If
you we thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

CAMPUS CLOSE 3b
country blue home with
deep loll gripe Boasts
aeon:Wee fire quality Gas
hs•sng Offered in mid
$401 through Kopperud
Reath 753 1222 ML Si
5406 Fresh on the market
IMMEDIATE possession
could be yours n the great
31a. 2 WW1 black tench with
many recent improve
menu ndutIrg now vinyl
trim and shutters, security
doors, remodeled baths
Specsous living and dining
areas Priced in the low
80 s MLS 5299 Call
753 1222 lot more inlo and
your showing today

LOOKING to buy secluded
house with wooded
acreage Firm upper with MAKE an offer on bis new
1993 GATEWAY Mobile
shop &tor out building • listingi Owner being trans
Horne, 14x60 2a, 1 bath.
plus 753 7585 anyeme
completelty furnished
tiered & would Ike • puck
502-753-7753 after sale
ROBERTS Realty Gail> sale Beautiul 1993 double
30 days possession
wide 1820 square feet moand
oldest
County's
NICE duplex 2br central way
most reliable real estate bile home with vaulted mil
CUMMINGS Meier Poles
IV& appliances furnished
agency For al your red nil & moo trePlace, 3br. 2
Specializing in mobile Coleman RE 753 9898
estate needs call them to- bath, fenced yard 8 back
home electric services 200
NOW taking applications day at 753 1651 1 Syca• deck, n quet wee, lust
ern0 $375 100 amp $325
minutes from town Offered
for Section 8 low rent hoes
more and 12th St
435-4027
in mid $40's through Kopng Apply in person at
ENERGY effiaent homes Southside Manor, 906
perud Realty 753-1222
at speaal discount paces
MLSit 5416
Broad St Extended, beLas
See the Housing Leader- tween 8am.12noon No
Per See
Dinkins Mobile Homes, phone calls please Equal
NEW LISTING' Don't mess
Inc. 2427 E Wood St. Housing Opportunity
3 ACRES wooded lot
this extremely nice rernod
Pars. TN I 800 642 4891
Coles Campground 8 16th
elect
home Pnced in the
TAKING applications for St 53911 footage on N 1681
mid $50's 38r home losecton 8 rent subsidized $20000 753-7975
cated near Murray Middle
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bedMAIM
School Vinyl siding, re
rooms handicap accemiReese Per Rio
placement windows
ble Equal Housing °poorNew
kitchen updates Central
2BR Grog•n & Mobile tunny Ape* Hildale Ape
lies
Per
gas heat arid central MC
Home Village Appliances Hardin, Ky or c•II
Plus tasteful decor up
8 water furnished Cole- 502 437 4113
3BR home on well shaded
man RE 7539898
A acre lot South 121 6 dates Offered at $55,900
VERY nice 2br 2 bath du- miles Immediate posses- MLS 5441 Contact Kop28R stove 8 refrigerator plex appliances furnished
perud Realty 753 1222
sion 436 2521
furnished, gas central hia
central gas h/a Northwood
5200,mo. $200 deposit Dr $475imo, 1 month de
firm 12 miles east of Mur
posit 1 year lease No pets
r•y. Hwy 94 14 497
7532906
474-21C0
2BR trailer No pets 1608
N 16th St 7539866
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking Oa
trance to college 7515209

1E1

1614 OLIVE, all whams
furnished, lutchen & Irving
room privileges Coleman
RE 753-9098
/141.

Robb
New. Las For Aso

MOBILE home lots for rent
492.8488

Seism
awe*
4 CAR garage with office
paved lot 7534509
800 2rUub0 ft
RE 753-9898

Coleman

COMMERCIAL building for
rent Great location zoned
right Available mimed!
ately 404 So 12th St
753-7435 days, 753-3966
nights
DOWNTOWN office
space -Court Square
upstairs-beginning at 5100
includes utilities Call De
bby at 753 1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 7536612

111111

$52,900
269 1 bath, washer, dryer
provided $300/mo plus deposit 503 Pine St.
753-7210
29R al electric house m
Parerarna Shores Kitchen
with stove & refrigerator,
great room, screened in
porch & deck lyr lease
$276mo with Irmo deposit
753-6313, 842 8664
28A house on So 7th St
$350/rno lease 8 deposit
required 753-4109
269 with snitched garage,
deep lot 711 Psyne St
$350/mo 753-2339 or
753 8767

4811 wrth gas heat extra
mai, large yard 605 Sycamore, 5400/mo 753-2339
or 753-8767
BEAUTIFUL 2Br duplex,
lake view, wrap around
deck, minutes from Murray
$400. HUD o k 527-9639

1BR energy, effident duplex on 280 No pets
$275/mo & deposit
7578848 before Ceprn

NEWLY remodeled 2br
home ci garage/storage
New SASU and downtown
$375/mo With lease and
deposit 753 4199

1BR furnished apartment
smell but dean, water and
gas included Close to campus No pets $165/mo
753-7276

1BR new USU. appkances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR apt 2 blocks from
campus water I garbage
furnished 753 5980
2BR duplex n Northwood,
$325/mo 759 4.406
2BIR townhouse new, speaous, all appliances including washer 8 dryer
7514573
4138, 2 bath apts available
for Jan ocabancy Centel
ft/a, applicances him shed
Located on Diuguid Coleman RE 753-9898

PHYSICAL THERAPIST Or LICENSED
PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT
Methodiat licopital of Mckenzie)lonie Care has an
imnwdlate opening Must be licensed in Tennessee
Previous home health experience desired Fulllane position with all benefits Interested parties
should contort:
Joyce Hamilton, Human Resources Director
Methodist Hoopital oil McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-4171
E.O.E.

is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. ft.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms, 2 full baths,
28' greet room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat la
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available.

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Orer 6,000 Satisfied Customers
Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

4811. 2 bath, fully furnished,
lakefront, deck, whirlpool
tub, weekly or monthly
rates Coleman RE
753 9898

1 2,380 opts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
75 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days.753-0606 after Spin

1BR good heat & ec low
utlities $200/mo. 631 N
Ith 753-2339 or 753 8767

WILL sit for elderly & sack
C•II 753-1590 for
information

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tore
dos Ruth's See and Sew
Country Square. 1608 N
121 Murray 753-6981

MAYBELLE Joyner Bridals, Wog° KY Latest
styles prom gowns and bridal gowns Great prices
Expert alterations Shown
by appointment 376 5387

Mows
For Sae

Every Tuesday Night at
,LkTors ocan at 6001

7:00

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 wrist to Johnny Robertson Rose
south o So Hale Roat ngli on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 nee
f4 TO Oil I
753-0466

PO Box 1033

Murray

Per neat
Or LAIN

Business on
a Budget?

CREEKVIEW Sell storage
warehouses on Conte
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 7594081

Run this 2x2 consistenay cid in Classifieds everyday inciudingtheShopper
for 5160 a month (pod in advance)

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Cal 753-2905
STORAGE
753 7888

I Call 753-1916 for details.
A....4.

trailers

Unseat
Illpples
HAY for sale Timothy &
Clover S2 25/bele Oat Hay
52/bale Cal Steve Arent
after Sitan 492 8376
ROUND bales of grass,
$21/roll Spume bees of
clover, $2 50/bale
753-8848 before fiprn
TIMOTHY hay, square
bales G1111411 hay IN rolls
Cal 436-2575

Pen
II &p.m

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Cornplere Line of
' Green Hanes
'Outside Float System
• Float Trays

'Soil-Less Mixes
• Finished Plants
• Started Plants

Now booking started & flnielted plants.
Construction available on greenhouses.

1-800-831-3239

(502) 435-4415

DoA DER.TowN

AKC Golden Rollover puppies 753-1362 weekdays,
436-4236

Pt RI I .114. I I %AI
001) 247-94411 • HWY. 641

DISCUS Fah Watley Tur
quo** High Fin Different
sizes tearable to choose
horn Locally rimed, high
quietly ash 753-0919

Wed - Country Dancr Lemons
I mum - Top 40 Rock N' Roll (College Nile)
Fri. - Country Music (1)1)
)
Sat. - Live Rock N' Roll or aloes Bands

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

OPEN: WED.-SAT. 7 P.M.-MIDNIGHT

•

Nome
For Mae

semi:*

DAVID LAMB

Ilaralaes

CONN

CONSTRUCTION
OMNI PA()describes the
spiended 3tx, 2 both hone
nestled on 34 acres including stocked pond with
bndge Over 2400 11Cp1111,
toot chitatched garage
Quality Natures to miner
ous to mention Contact
Kopplitud R••Ity.
753-1222 low detests ULU
5422

Ibteasselse
'MOTORCYCLE rellores
Yoe paining frames, tenders. tents. etc Al work
guaranteed, reasonable
rates Call Mike at
753-3643

Used

CNN
1985 AUDI 40006 1973
Mercedes 220, ges Boer
loaded, WC excellent condemn 753-8756
1986 GRAND Am SE,
73.XXX roles, V6. loaded,
13.300 oto 753-7975 or
750-9404
1988 PONTIAC Bonneville
asking $5,200 Call
753-1292

Vehicles nder S2110'
Cars •ucoonsol by 155.
DEA. FBI Nationwide
Trucks, boats. motor/tomes,
computers. and more
Call tad free/
1 400-43•44167 Eat A-1401
1989 TOYOTA Cake ST
Red, 53,XXX miles. excellent condition. great gas
nylege $8.500 492-8865
1990 HONDA Aocord XL, 1
OWDEN local car excellent
condrton 5sp 753-9778 atUr 6pm
1991 TOYOTA Carney, metalc beige 44XXX Riles
excellent condition Call
753-7853

Painting
Paper
Hanging

EXPERIENCED dry wall
liniehing References era*
iitle 436-2060

•

Danny Robinson

753-0616
Al IA isid raking IL miskin
ing light fouling 436-2528
ask tor Nadi
Al, AL'S hauling. yard
work, tee removal. mooring Free •stimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
eseinems 753-0906 ahem
5pm. 759-9816. 753-0465
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry. remodeling, porcnes
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting. mainte
nonce, rao Free embroiled
489-2303
ANTENNA Repair and insegetion Rept/ciao( install
quality Channel Master antennas, rotors, and amplifiers Beasley's Antema
Service. Buch•nan,
901-642-4077
ANTIQUE refinishing. furniture repair 6 custom
woodworking 753-8356
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mapor
manufacturers All work
and pans warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore. Wesenghousa
Whirlpool 30u years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER, 436-5848

GENERAL Roper plumb
mg rooting tree work
438-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing. vinyl sng. pending Free estimates le
FINNS expenance lace is
lerendis 436-2701
HADAWAY Constmcson
Fiemodeing, vryl
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2062
HEATING Ron Hal Heeling, Cooling and Electric
Co Service. unit replace,
avant arid compete instal
lion Licensed gas retailer
Phone 435-4699
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING -Sarong Calloway Co
for 22 years Carpets
Upholstery-Emergency
water removal 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
MR Chimney chimney
cleaner 492-8723
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

1084 DODGE D 150 pickup. WI. Pk 6 PYc. autoAsking $2,81:0 759-4093.

BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Samoa Ali work guar.'753-1134 or
teed
436-5832

D & T Conoruoton Remodeling. *Moons. decks.
sidrig. *nose. electrical a
plumbing 436 2744

FREE EST1M4 TES.'

1988 FORD Lariat super
cab, 2 toned, 4 arid. with a
V8 auto $8,900 Giles top
table WI 4 chairs $70
759-1327

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sues tor
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent prow
ton high quality. excellent
1989 BLACK Silvered°, 2 value Roy H4 759 4664
wird. one owner. good conCHIM Chum Chimney
dition 753-9810
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sail
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
1991 17FT Sportscraft COUNTERTOPS. custom
Homes, trailers. offices
wa& thru windshield. 4 cy1
Yamaha inboard with Wulff's Recovery, Murray
Yamaha out drive Garage 436-5560
kept Aipne stereo. Con- CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
nelly skies. Connelly de and Cooling Service Con
jackets and lots of extras plate installaton and serExtra race, $7,803. OBO vice
Call Gary at
753-5094
759-4754

1502) 551-1ile0
1502) 751-511)

Rt. a Baia WM
Murray, KY

PLACE AN
AD CALL

TO

WOOD WORKS

753.1916

42'1:Sign6

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 1 days in
advance!

Computer Cut Vinyl, Logos and Liflgrs Custom
Banners Plywood Signs, Magnetic Signs Vehde
Leberg Plexiglas; Signs, Window Leeenng, Reel
Estate Signs Othce Swage Greeting and Adverting
%KAM Sanctrissied Redwood Signs Arditecturel
Saps Metal and Foarn Leases Bronze Plaques Trade
Show SignarDiscasys Any Custom Wood Works

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers Cr, requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect Insertion.
Any erns.
should be reported im•
mediately so correction, can be made.

Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax
We Accept MasterCard st Was

New subdivision featuring large lots,
all utilities and no city taxes.

The Point of No Return
Tomorrow It all adds up to 13

Save 19.94%
Discounted lot prices from $9,500
through February!
Game Famaacsag Anallabiel

Call 753-3387 for Details

Protect Your Number One Investment

HS DAY PAINTING

OD

BUYS ARE
WAITING...

PAPERHANGING

IL

N TN( CLASSIREDS
Whether you rein the
market tor a washing
machine or•gym set
you'll find it in

\ Fes Estimes

Trusterity

, 753-4931
High Standards Weh An Extra Touch For Detail

Miirray
Ledger & Times
Attention
Classified Advertisers'

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of
Custom Woodworking

Dial-A-Service is a handy dipout section running each Mon'''. day in the classifieds. You get a
2x1 display ad. regularly priced
at 510 00, for

Tr

South dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
+853
•A K 6 2
•974
•A K 3
EAST
WEST
+9742
•K Q 6
•Q 10 7
•—
•J 105
* K 8632
+Q74
+J10852
.
SOUTH
e A J 10
J 9 54 3
•A Q
•96
The bidding:
North East
West
South
Past
3•
Pass
1 11
4•
Opening lead — jack of clubs.
Assume you're in four hearts and
West leads a club.The contract looks
easy to make, but when you win the
club with the king and play the ace of
trumps, you get your first bad shock
when West shows out, discarding a
diamond.
You switch to a spade at trick
three,finessing the ten and losing to
West's queen. Back comes a club to
dummy's ace, but when you lead a

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

HOROSCOPES

• Drop by and see our showroom
ACSI SUNBURY / MURRAY (Sabina Bunny EiNadi
7S3-59/1/0

Only $5 A Week!
(Minimum of 13 weeks)
Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

second spade and finesse the jack.
West wins with the king and leads
another club, which you ruff.
Your position is becoming worse
by the minute — you've lost two
spade finesses and also run into an
unlucky 3-0 trump division. However,there's still a chance,since you
hay, a diamond finesse in reserve.
But when you enter dummy with
a trump and try the finesse,the queen
loses to West's king and you go down
one. Mighty tough luck, you could
say,since the odds at the start of the
play were about 40-to-1 in your favor.
Yet, if you consider the matter
objectively, you realize you would
have made the contract had you
played the hand a hit better. After
Westshowed out on the ace oftrumps
at trick two,it would have been wilier
to cash the ace of clubs at trick three
and then ruff a club.
Now a trump to the ace followed
by a spade to the ten would have
placed West in an untenable position. He'd win with the queen, but
whatever he played next would cost
him a trick. A spade return would go
into your A-.11. a diamond return into
your A-Q, while a club return would
allow you to discard a diamond or a
spade as you ruffed in dummy.

EDNESD.A1...IANI. ARV 26, 1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-98H-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
TODAY'S CHILDREN: Although outsiders sometimes think these
Aquarians a bit daffy-. these children are crazy like a fox! While fame does
not particularly interest them, they will use any publicity they receive to
advance worthwhile causes. Known for their legendary determination. these
Aquanans almost always accomplish what they set out to do. Living in a
vine-covered cottage will hold more appeal than owning a grand mansion.
pros ided they have the- might partner. They are willing to sacrifice everything
hut their honor for true love.
To(Ink, a rrs Ned and updated cop, of lcane Degon's hest selling hook • le eqcntas t,st.as nd 1-,vv,
tiov Aumloc.(an Help iou Find You, Place in God's Plan 'send Sit RS plus SI piniage
kniAreus and McMeel. PG Hon 419142, Kama. Ciy, Mo h4 i41 Male Lhekks rib/able in
Olson
krufgess. and Mk Merl /

ItIA Hauling. tree trim
ming. Use removal. deanrig out sheds. attics, 8 odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
1 1 A Hauling. moving,
dean up, odd pads, tree
trimming, tree removal.
mulch hauling. green firewood Free estimates Tim
Lamb 436-5744
WINDOW Or door repair
20yrs experience
753 2330

DRYWALL, hosting, repairs, additions arid blowing ceilings 753-4761

- HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Who you know will play a major role
in your business or career success. A
recent investment or clever real estate
deal begins to pay off in March, providing the extra cash you need to
explore other opportunities. An addition to your family brings big changes
in June. A powerful new alliance will
help you solve a family dilemma next
September. Going back to school
boosts your earning power. Family
matters will keep you hopping in
December. Save time for romance!

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Sennoe Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1, Almo Oven 9-12. 1 5,
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding,
panting. plumbing, concrete Free emanates CM
474,2307

suRPRIsE youR vALENTINE
With their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper on Feb. 14, 1994!

1811
(

Happy
Valentine's
Day
To All
My
Family!
Love,
Kristin

Craig,
Still love
bunches.

ONE OF THE BEST
WEAPONS TO FIGHT
VIOLENT CRIME
DOESN'T COST A DIME.

:_1111.P1

you
Karen
NAFE

1-800-WE-PREVENT

ICI TO ORItY1 fill N110110111,001
•,.
•-

.4 401:ME

Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & lovelines, along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no
more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photos & Lovelines is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 10th.

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified

CONTRACT BRIDGE

cSUBDIVIolON
SUDDEN service, residential 6 commercial repair
759-1011

CUSTOM bulkiozing and
beckhoe work, septic sys
Isms, 354-8161 after 4pm

lessie•
allured

GINA NANCOCX/Lactsses & Times Nolo

Henry Lackey, a candidate in the First District Congressional rue, was
in Murray last week to meet with his local contact person. Don E.
Jones. Lackey Is a state senator from Henderson.

Qpail Qun

SUREWAY Tree 8 Slump
Removal Insured with kill
SHEETROCK finishing. brie or equrpment Free esDay or night.
timates
textured ceilings Larry
753-5484
Chnsman 492-8742
THE Gutter Co Seamless T C Dor Repair Maintealuminum gutters, variety nance Electncal-Clearang
of colors Licensed, in- Sewers 1210 Main Street
office 753-0606,
ured Estimate available 753-1252
753-5705 after 5prn
759-4690

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
retaliation, repair. replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septc
systems R H Nesbitt, file
sonry Phone 492-8516

Roofing
Remodeling
Plumbing
Electrical

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2874

BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system, doeways, hauling, foundatoce,
etc 759-4664

1982 CHEVROLET cus
tom 6 cyc , straight stirh,
b, Ps, good condition.
11.700 435-4485

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Hwang,Cooera Beam
Inc Service sales and iv
stalseca 1502) 4364699,
435-4327

Advertising Dept.

753-1916

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Paul Newman.
guitarist Eddie Van Halen. hockey
great Wayne Gretzky. political
activist Angela Davis.
ARIES (March 21'April 19):
Financial matters require prompt
attention. Speak with an expert
who can suggest intelligent ways
to earn extra money. Your attempts
to tell someone what to do could
12S (April 20-May 201:
1
T Are
backn
Follow through on a novel idea and
you will get quick approval from
those who count. Give yourself a
pep talk befOre making important
phone calls.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
Curb an urge to tell other people
what to do. Your financial security
could be at stake. Showing appreciation for your friends' devotion will
bring even bigger favors.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Avoid reaching so far that you overtax yourself. You will accomplish
much more working at a steady pace.
Scrutinize recently introduced procedures for possible mistakes, then polish your professional and social skills.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Push
ahead with greater confidence. Getboosts
ting together with old friends
putting
your pints. A debt is paid.
nval
you in good humor. A romantic
side.
brings out your more aggressive
N'IRGO (Aug, 23-Sept. 22):
unusuMove quickly today. Grab an
horns. When
al opportunity by the
the
favors are being granted, get in
upbeat
receiving line early! Your

• ••• •••• •••••••

attitude rubs off on a troubled friend.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
financial w izardry helps you make
some wonderful investments and connections. VIPs could ask you to join
their team. Thank )our lucky stars!
A partnership should work out great.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Expand your circle of professional
contacts. Someone you met for the
first time today. could play a major
mle in your future. The evening can
take an interesting turn it a member
of the opposite sex is present.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Protect your credit rating by
paying outstanding bills on time. An
uneasy truce with a family member
needs reinforcement. Money could
be at the root of your disagreement.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Be more flexible. Looking at something from a new angle may- make it
seem more worthwhile. Continue to
concentrate on artistic and creative
ventures.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Home improvements or a change of
residence occupy your thoughts. An
old friend re-enters your life. You
could be bowled over by the depth
of your feelings.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 201: A
simple gesture means more than a
thousand words. Become a team
player at work. Help a talented associate to shine in their own right. Networking could lead to higher profits.
better publicity.

AU)BELL.
Taco
Salad

$2.99

RNA. peahen, COUI;On OW ordering LMI
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"
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any What Si., faced onlIC PiantlEwW11 1 ACO
SELL rearrarda Ta. rem Ircluled

Hwy. 641 (12111 St.) Murry,
leastwisir
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TUESDAY. JANUARY 25 1994

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Jan. 25, the 25th day of 1994. There are 340
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 25, 1533, England's King Henry VIII secretly married his
Mond wife, Anne Boleyn (who later gave birth to Elizabeth I).
On thu date:
In 1579, the Treaty of Utrecht was signed, marking the beginning of
the Dutch Republic.
In 1787. Shays' Rebellion suffered a setback when debt-ridden farmers led by Capt. Daniel Shays failed to capture an arsenal at Springfield, Mass.
In 1890. reporter Nellie Bly (Elizabeth Cochrane) of the "New
York World" received a tumultuous welcome home after she completed a round-the-world yourney in 72 days, six hours and 11
minutes.
In 1890, the United Mine Workers of America was founded.
In 19/1, Charles Manson and three women followers were convicted in Los Angeles of murder and conspiracy in the 1969 slayings
of seven people, including actress Sharon Tate.
In 1981, the 52 Americans held hostage by Iran for 444 days
arrived in the United States.
Ten years ago: President Reagan delivered an upbeat State of the
Union address, saying "America u back — standing tall, looking to
the 80's with courage, confidence and hope."
Five years ago: The Senate Armed Services Commiuee opened confirmation hearings on the nomination of John Tower to be secretary of
defense.
One year ago: The Supreme Court said Texas could execute a man
who claimed to have new evidence of his innocence, ruling inmates
convicted in state courts almost always are barred from contesting
guilt in a federal appeal (the inmate, Leconcl Herrera, was executed the
following May). A gunman shot and killed two CIA employees outside agency headquarters in Virginia. President Clinton appointed his
wife, Hillary, to head a committee on health-care reform.
Today's Birthdays: Journalist-author Edwin Newman is 75. Actor
Gregg Palmer is 67. Georgian leader Eduard Shevardnadze is 66. The
former president of the Philippines, Corazon Aquino, is 61. Actress
Elizabeth Allen is 60. Actress Leigh Taylor-Young is 50.
e learned, and learned again and
Thought for Today: "Love must be
again; there is no end to it. Hate needs no instruction, but wants only
to be provoked." — Katherine Anne Porter, Amencan author
(1894-1980).

Tea years ag
Bill Kyle, medical laboratory
technician at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, is pictured examining a recent sample of blood
donated as part of "Volunteer
Blood Donor Month" by American Association of Blood Banks.
Kyle said some 27 residents have
donated blood during the past
week with snore expected to take
part_
Cecil Like was presented the
1983 Meruonous Service Award
by Calloway County 4-H Council. He has been a 4-H leader for
31 years.
Calloway County High School
Boys beat 68 to 66 and Girls beat
41 to 39 over Murray High
School in basketball games. High
team scorers were Brad Skinner
for Calloway and Tommy Wagner and Jay Wells for Murray,
Boys, Beth Hooks for Calloway

6 Swift Tor Murray. Cirts
Shia:re
Twesty years ago
Charges of fraudulent use of
the telephone have been filed
against four Murray State University students by officials of South
Central Bell Telephone Co. The
students were arrested by county
officials earlier this week and are
now free on bond.
Robert E. Johnson, James I.
Schempp, Nancy F. Schempp.
Marilyn Herndon, Shirley T.
Johnson, James M. Byrn, James
M. Converse and Richard W. Farrell are officers and staff of
Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary.
Mrs. Mayme Bryant and Phillip Mabry talked and showed
slides of their trip to The Holy
Land at a recent meeting of Calloway County 4-H Teen Club.
Officers &rice Andy Coles, Ted
Hale, Dianne Harrison Robin

DEAR ABBY "Puzzled in North
Hollywood? wrote to say that when
she told her husband that she wanted
to donate her organs in the event of
an accidental death, he said. "Who
would want 53-year-old kidneys.
eyes, etc.?"
Thank you, Abby, for encouraging her to donate her organs any- way I am the recipient of a 53-yearold woman's liver — after having
waited well over a year to receive a
suitable organ. I have gone from a
certain, imminent death to a full
and productive life. It has been
eight months since my transplant,
and I am in perfect health.
I will be forever grateful to that

53-year-old airman and her Mimi,.
who didn't think her organs were
too old I am signing my name, hut
because of the policy of confidentiality of the national transplant organization, please do not disclose my
;
name or location.
GRATEFUL ORGAN RECIPIENT

a

Byars, Carolyn Scott and Renee
Siedd.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Clegg Austin has been
named as Outstanding Young
Man of the Year by members of
Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
William Ryan, professor at
Murray State College, spoke on
-Operation Alphabet" at a meeting of Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club.
Murray State College Racers
best Western Hilltoppers 86 to 7/
in a basketball game. High scoren were Jim Jennings for Murray
and Darel Carrier for Western.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Roy Phelps, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Iris E. Crawford,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Quarles, a girl to Mr. and Mrs_
Ira Clifton Castleberry, and a girl

d or a

to Mr and Mrs. Bobby Hall.
Forty years ago
Calloway County tobacco farmers are urged again this year to
donate hands of tobacco to the
1954 Polio Fund Dove. Signs
requesting farmers to donate
tobacco are now on all five of the
Murray loose leaf floors and
basket marked "Polio" are provided on each of the floors.
State Senator James M. Lassiter has been chosen as chainnap
of the Committee on Judiciary
and Judical Council by Senate
Committee on Commutes for the
1954 session of the Kentucky
General Assembly.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Georgia Tech 77
to 66 in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Gene Garrett
for Murray and Phillips for Georgia Tech.

DEAR ABBY

DEAR GRATEFUL: Thank
you for reaffirming that no one
is too old to be a donor.
Readers, I repeat: The
expense of donating is NoT
borne by the donor's family or
estate.

DEAR ABM :t.1 husband and
I have fought over this for years,
and we can't seem to find a solution
that will satisfy both of us. I like to
have the house warm in the winter
— about 72 degrees. My husband
says it's much too hot for him — an
he turns the heat down to about 138
to 70.
Abby-, my face is cold and I do
not like to wear three sweaters and
heavy socks in the house. which
I have to do in order to he comfortable after he starts limiting with the
thermostat
He Shuts the heat off at night
and it goes down to 52 degrees.
Then he jumps up in the morning

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN and HOBBES
I KtiON I t•IAVF
1.16T HAIR , SO

11

and turns it up to
t,tts,•.
about an hour for the tenineratoi•
he
does.
to reach 70 -- and whi.n it
turns it down to NI. or 6.5 it it's really
cold outside.,
• I can't stand to he cold. Meanwhile, my husband starts to sweat
at the drop if a hat I turn the heat
up and he turns it down. It's the
only thing we ever fight about
We've been mimed 52 years.
FIGHTIMI IN I IREGi

DEAR FIGHTING: Have you
considered portable room
heaters? If not, please do. It may
save your marriage. Since you
prefer to he toasty warm, wear
woolen socks and sweaters
in deference to Our husband,
who prefers a cooler house, t
easier for you to bundle up than
it is for him to find comfort in
an overheated room.I Wanwhile, if this is the only thing
you ever fight about, count your
blessings.

- DEAR ABBY: I am Y. tit
response to "Sue in Minnesota " SI),
wrote an upbeat letter alsiut finding
love while using a wheelchair.
My husband and I just celebrated
our fifth wedding anniversary. We
are both strong-willed and independent. We are also a twii-sheelchair
family. Both my husband and I had
been previously married to aide
bodied individuals who were not
able to handle the unique challenges
of life "on the roll."
Hats off and paid luck to -Sol, Ii
Minnesota.".May 'she find the happiness in her relationship that we
have found in ours.
HOWARD AND MELISSA.
i
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CATHY
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By ALL 'THE WORKOUT OF'TIONS
ANYMORE! I TOOK A SIMPLE
STEP CLASS BEFORE WORK,
AND I FEEL FABULOUS!
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DEAR DR. 6011'. Last fall my doc
tor discovered by a blood test that I
have a high calcium level A surgeon
says it's time for surgery I know the
problem is caused by a tumor on no
parathyroid gland. and I understand
that calcium is being leeched out of
my bones which can cause kidney
stones and weak bones. Is there any
research on the cause of these tumors
and do 1 have an alternative treat
ment other than surgery?

4.01. 1S

GARFIELD
SOME PEOPLE HAVE
SOMETHING- EXEiTING- ANP
NEW HAPPEN TO THEM
EVERY SINGLE PAY/
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DEAR READER: Excess calcium in
the blood can lead to kidney stone's.
constipation, nausea, vomiting.
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DEATHS
Dewey R. Lampkins Jr.

Jeremy Neal of Water Valley says 'this hi Called a thumb as he Interacts titth
Rainie Lee Of Benton, speech-language pathologist at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Lee also uses a picture wheel to conduct part of a speech
and language screening with Jeremy at lAurray-Calloway County Hospitals
Day Care Center. Staff members of the Speech-Language Rehab Unit at
MCCH are available to conduct free speech-language development and
hearing screenings at area day Care centers and after-school programs. Any
day care centers or after-school programs interested In having free
screenings done should contact the MCCH Speech-Language Rehab Unit by
calling 762-1100, Dixie Hopkins, director.

Shakespeare's authorship
focus of debate Thursday
The English department at Murray State University will host a
second debate on the authorship of
William Shakespeare's plays on
Thursday. Jan. 27, at 7 p.m. at the
Special Education Building auditorium, located on campus.
According to Dr. Kenneth
Tucker, a professor of English at
Murray State, participants in the
debate will be "Robert Allen of the
Murray State English department,
who upholds the ascription of the
plays to Shakespeare, and Charles
Vere, the Earl of Burford, who
maintains that the Earl of Oxford,
his collateral ancestor, authored the
plays and poetry."
Allen, who received his doctorate
from Vanderbilt University, has
gained national attention because he
is largely self-educated. He has
been featured on "60 Minutes" and

in such periodicals as "Parade" and
"Guideposts."
Charles Vere, educated at Oxford, was featured on the PBS
program "Front Line." He has lectured widely on the authorship
question in the United States and
Britain.
The debate, which i., open to the
public, will again raise issues discussed at the first debate between
Allen and Vere in 1993."It was very
interesting," said Tucker concerning last year's debate. "A lot of
people appeared and there was a lot
of controversy," he noted.
Additional theories and data will
be presented at this year's debate.
"I would say that it is to be very
lively, exciting and provocative,"
said Tucker. "It should stir up a lot
of questions pertaining to Shakes-

Letters of Appreciation
Luffman families and Blood
River Church express thanks
Dear Editor:
Thank you — these words are not
adequate to express our gratitude
and appreciation to the people of
Murray, Calloway County and
Western Kentucky for the generous
out pouring of help to make the
Christmas dream of Bryan and
Carol Luffman come true for many
boys and girls.
You not only made it possible for
Christmas wishes to be filled for
Christmas '93 but assured that there
would be funds to continue to meet
the needs of the children who were
the focus of Carol and Bryan's
concern and love.
Donna Herndon and her staff at
Family Resource Center coordirated the community efforts and
gave their holiday to see that others
were not left out. Many of you gave

time from your families to buy,
wrap, box, and deliver gifts. You
were all truly His hands. Thank you.
Then there are many of you who
have contributed to the Memorial
Van Fund at Blood River Baptist
Church to insure that Carol and
Bryan's ministry would continue.
Thanks to your contributions, this
ministry will also live on. Thank
you.
In addition to sharing your resources and time with others, you
have grieved and mourned with us.
Your support, thoughts and many
kindnesses have warmed our hearts.
Thank you.
Families of
Bryan and Carol Luffman
and the Families of
Blood River Baptist Church
Murray, Ky.

The funeral for Dewey R. Lampkins Jr. is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. G.T. Moody, Dr.
Greg Earwood and the Rev. Heyward Roberts are officiating. Gary
McClure is pianist and soloist_
Pallbearers are Joe Den Taylor, Allen Rose, Gerald Walker, Joe Pat
Ward, Mitch Lampkins, Jan Dalton, Terry Shoemaker and Bobby
Morris, active; Dr. Castle Parker, Joe Hal Thornton, Karon Sheppard.
H.(Hain Donn, Owen Billingion. J.D. Williams, J.T. Phillips and the
Rev. Bob Wiley, honorary.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Lampkins Jr.. 71, Murray, died Sunday at 3:20 p.m at his
home. His death followed an extended illness.
He was in the automobile business for 15 years in Murray and
retired from Peoples Bank of Murray after 19 years. An Army veteran
a World War H, be was a member of First Baptist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Imojean Dulaney Lampkins; throe
sons, Danny Lampkins, Clearwater, Fla., David Larnpkins, RU 1,
Hardin, and Dean Lampkins, Rt. 1, Murray; seven grandchildren, Missy, Tammy, Tonya, Andrew, Scott, DeAnna and DeLesha Lampkins;
one great-grandchild, Cody Loving; one sister, Mrs. Maxine Beale,
Murray. The Murray Ledger & Times regrets that Mrs. Beale's name
was not listed Monday.
Preceding him in death were one son, Don Lampkins; one sister,
Mrs. Mildred Taylor; and one brother, Graves Dale Lampkins.
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Funeral rites for Mrs. Modell Huie Bazzell are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Harry Yates
is officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is organist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Scott Marvin, Bruce Marvin, Chris Fazi, Billy Rue
Nix, Teddy Garland and Steve Woodson.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Buren, 85, of Irvan Street, Murray, died Sunday at 2:10 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray.
Her husband, Otho Bazzell, died July 28, 1984. Born March 25,
1908, in Graves County, she was the daughter of the late George Dillon and Rebecca Sullivan Dillon.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Billie Marvin, Murray; one
son, Charles Porter Huie, Farmington; four grandchildren, Scott Marvin, Bruce Marvin, Christina Huie Fazi, and Kelly Huie; five greatgrandchildren.
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Private graveside services for Ms. Hazel E. Archer were today at 10
a.m. at Memphis Memorial Park. Memphis Funeral Home, Memphis,
Tenn., was in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that any memorials be sent to American Cancer
Society (for Research), 1169 Eastern Parkway, Louisville, Ky. 42017.
Ms. Archer, lifelong resident of Memphis, Tenn., died at 9:30 a.m.
on Sunday.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Corinne A. Williams and husband, Gene, Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs. Edith A. Garrison and husband, Jim, Murray; one brother, H. Lynn Archer and wife, Dorothy,
Memphis, Tenn.; four nieces; two nephews.
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Services for Mrs. Audis Marine Gooch are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Bob Dotson is
officiating. Music is by the Rev. and Mrs. Joe Eaton.
Pallbearers are Larry Gooch, Billy Gooch, Nelson Waldrop, Mitch
Gooch, Brad Maness and Kirk Sterling.
Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Gooch, 92, died Sunday at 12:30 p.m. at West View Nursing
Home, where she had been a patient for some time.
She was a member of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church. Her husband, Claude Gooch, died July 23, 1992.
Born Aug. 31, 1902, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Johnny Menne and Beuy Fulton Marine.
Survivors include two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Esther Gooch Shanklin
and husband, Layne, and Miss Estelle Gooch, all of Rt. 4, Murray;
one niece, Mrs. Marlene Waldrop and husband, Nelson, RL 8, Murray;
two nephews, Larry Gooch, Murray, and Billy Gooch and wife, Dorothy, Dupo, Ill.; several cousins.

Sincerely,
Tom Auer
Dean. College of Industry
and Technology
Murray State University
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REALTORS

phen Holland, Firefighter Chris
Mann, Firefighter Terry Elkins,
Firefighter Jeff Culver, Firefighter
Matthew Tinsley, Firefighter Harold Fancher, Firefighter Craig Garland, Firefighter Jeff Mathis, Firefighter Bobby Hale, Firefighter
Mike Allard, Firefighter Mark
Lyon, Firefighter Charles Carden,
Firefighter Stephen Kyle, Firefighter Dwain McKinney. Firefighter
Marty Williams, Firefighter Jeff
Shields, Firefighter Daryl Brantly
and Firefighter Chris Hale.
Murray Fire Department—Chief
Pat Scott, Captain Harold Hill,
Firefighter Charles Scott and Firefighter Tim Bradshaw.
MSU Public Safety Department
-- Patrol Officer Martin Wells arid
Patrol Officer David Cocker.
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Mrs. Audis Marine Gooch

Dean Auer express thanks
Dear Editor:
I would like to express my grautuck for the dedication and professionalism displayed by members of
the Calloway County Fire-Rescue,
Murray Fire Department, and MSU
Public Safety Department during
the recent early-morning fire at the
Murray State University horse barn.
Responding in a rapid fashion on ice
covered roads, the firefighters and
patrolmen acted quickly and decisively to protect life and property.
Despite the hazardous combination of smoke, ice, wind, and freezing water, the fire was quickly
extinguished. Their courage and
determination in the face of dangerous and miserable conditions is
deeply appreciated.
I am told the following participated in this action:
Calloway County Fire-Rescue — Chief Greg Cherry, Captain Timmy
Manning, Captain Jay Thomas,
Captain Tim Larson, Captain Chester Abramowicz, Lieutenant Ste-
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Soiled Damon Mathis, Thelma Miller th Germ Inner. Standing Tommy
Walker. Dwain* Jonas & Rickey Garland.

Families helping families is a tradieon as old and as strong as the hills And
today, some people will still move mountains to lend a hand to others Its a
homage that folks around this area km by
lAiuntstrang our tradition of family service is important to us It's how we
provide the pinnacle of service to area families at Miller Funeral Home

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
311 North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4812
Hazol, KY • 492-87513

We eland on the strength ol our servicej

